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This report is subject to the provisions of 23 USC § 409. Any intentional or inadvertent release of this 
material, or any data derived from its use does not constitute a waiver of privilege pursuant to 23 
USC § 409. 
 
23 USC § 409 - Discovery and admission as evidence of certain reports and surveys  
 
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, reports, surveys, schedules, lists, or data compiled or 
collected for the purpose of identifying, evaluating, or planning the safety enhancement of potential 
accident sites, hazardous roadway conditions, or railway-highway crossings, pursuant to sections 130, 
144, and 148 of this title or for the purpose of developing any highway safety construction 
improvement project which may be implemented utilizing Federal-aid highway funds shall not be 
subject to discovery or admitted into evidence in a Federal or State court proceeding or considered 
for other purposes in any action for damages arising from any occurrence at a location mentioned or 
addressed in such reports, surveys, schedules, lists, or data. 
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Executive Summary  
This plan represents the first Strategic Transportation Safety Plan (STSP) for the western Arizona 
region. This plan will address fatal and serious injury crashes on facilities within the Western Arizona 
Council of Governments (WACOG) jurisdiction.  
 
26,840 crashes occurred in the WACOG region from 2006-2015, with 515 fatal and 1,523 serious 
injury crashes. The majority of the 26,840 crashes were Single Vehicle crashes (10,404). A serious 
(incapacitating) injury is any injury, other than a fatal injury, which prevents the injured person from 
walking, driving or normally continuing the activities the person was capable of performing before 
the injury occurred. 
 
The WACOG STSP vision is “Safe Travel – Every Trip, Every Circumstance” and the goal is “Reduce fatal 
and serious injury crash rate year-over-year in perpetuity.” The regional safety vision and goal were 
developed by the WACOG safety stakeholders in accordance with the 2014 Arizona Strategic Highway 
Safety Plan (SHSP). 
 
Arizona state priority emphasis areas are shown in the table below with the WACOG priority 
emphasis areas highlighted in yellow. In addition, the WACOG and state percentages of fatal and 
serious injury crashes corresponding to each emphasis area are shown in the table. 
 

State Emphasis Areas WACOG Fatal 
Crashes % 

State Fatal 
Crashes % 

WACOG Serious 
Crashes % 

State Serious 
Crashes % 

Lane Departure 61 46 49 29 
Occupant Protection 47 47 28 23 
Speeding 47 37 49 34 
Impaired Driving 32 34 24 18 
Older Driver Over 64 26 15 19 15 
Young Driver Under 25 19 28 25 35 
Distracted Driving 17 12 26 18 
Heavy Vehicle 17 10 11 6 
Motorcyclists 15 17 18 18 
Intersection 14 25 24 45 
Pedestrian 10 18 4 9 
Weather-related 3 3 5 3 
Bicyclist 2 3 2 5 
Animal-involved 0 <1 <1 <1 

 
Safety strategies were developed for the emphasis areas, incorporating the Four E’s of traffic safety: 
engineering, enforcement, education, and emergency services.  WACOG adopted the ADOT safety 
targets for 2018:  

• Number of Fatalities: 4% Increase 
• Rate of Fatalities: 2% Increase 
• Number of Serious Injuries: 0% Increase 
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• Rate of Serious Injuries: 1% Decrease 
• Number of Non-motorized Fatalities and Serious Injuries: 2% Increase 

 
Network screening was conducted to determine which intersections and segments are priority 
locations for future safety projects. Using crash frequency, rate, and severity, prioritized lists of 
unsignalized intersections, signalized intersections, and segments were developed. Corridors with 
multiple fatal and serious injury crashes were identified and Highway Safety Improvement Program 
(HSIP) applications were developed for both 2017 and 2018 ADOT calls for safety projects.  
 
Development of this STSP will help decision-makers identify and prioritize projects that will have the 
highest possibility of reducing fatal and serious injury crashes in the region. The project stakeholders 
have been tasked with cultivating and maintaining a transportation safety culture in the region.   
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Introduction 
STSP Background 

A Strategic Transportation Safety Plan (STSP) is a data-driven safety plan that establishes 
transportation safety goals and provides a guide for improving highway safety. The STSP evaluates 
fatal and serious injury crash data to identify contributing crash factors and associated safety 
strategies.  
 
In 2014 the Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) developed the statewide Strategic 
Highway Safety Plan (SHSP). This plan established countermeasures and safety performance 
measures for the statewide emphasis areas.  
 
This plan is the first comprehensive STSP for the Western Arizona Council of Governments (WACOG) 
Region. This plan establishes a regional vision, goals, objectives, strategies, countermeasures, and 
performance measures for transportation safety that are consistent with the Arizona Strategic 
Highway Safety Plan (SHSP), MAP-21 and the FAST ACT.  This plan will address what the necessary 
steps and elements are, from a regional transportation planning perspective, to reduce the risk of 
death and serious injury to all transportation user in the WACOG Region.    
 

WACOG Background 
WACOG is a regional council that assists with planning, funding and policy development across 
multiple agencies in the western part of Arizona. WACOG is comprised of Yuma, La Paz, and Mohave 
counties which include various cities and towns as well as the Hualapai and Colorado River Indian 
Tribes. Note that the areas of Yuma County and Lake Havasu are served by different government 
agencies outside of WACOG. Transportation planning in Yuma County is handled by the Yuma 
Metropolitan Planning Organization (YMPO) and transportation planning in Lake Havasu is handled by 
the Lake Havasu Metropolitan Planning Organization (LHMPO).  
 
The function of WACOG is to support the local jurisdictions with studies and programs that serve the 
communities in the region. WACOG also acts as a link between local, state and federal agencies. The 
WACOG Transportation Planning Department assists specifically with transit and transportation 
studies, plans, data collection and funding opportunities for western Arizona member agencies within 
La Paz and Mohave counties. 
 
WACOG works in conjunction with a Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) which is comprised of the 
counties, cities, towns and tribes that are located in the WACOG region and act as stakeholders for 
the project. The TAC also has stakeholders from the LHMPO, ADOT and the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA). The TAC provides input on transportation plans and studies for the WACOG 
region and assists in securing transportation funding for the region. 
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Community and Stakeholder Involvement 
Involvement and guidance from local stakeholders were key to the delivery of this project. The 
development of an STSP comes with the challenge of implementing and maintaining a culture of 
safety among transportation users in the region. The involvement of stakeholders and Technical 
Advisory Committee (TAC) members was necessary to identify the habits of local roadway users and 
the safety strategies that will be appropriate for them. Various public, stakeholder, and technical 
meetings were held throughout the project and are summarized below. 
 
Public Meetings 
Public meetings were held between February 6 and March 29, 2017, at various locations. The purpose 
of the meetings was to inform the public about the STSP and educate them about its purpose. The 
public meetings were also used to spread awareness of an online survey that TAC members 
developed to receive information from the public regarding their perception of safety in the region. 
Meeting dates and locations were:   

1. February 6, 2017: Colorado City – 33 attendees 
2. March 20, 2017: Bullhead City – 12 attendees 
3. March 21, 2017: Kingman – 9 attendees 
4. March 28, 2017: Parker – 12 attendees 
5. March 29, 2017: Quartzsite – 15 attendees 

 
The public was also able to use the Social Pinpoint online map of the WACOG region and identify 
specific locations with safety concerns. A total of 160 unsafe locations were identified; 43 unsafe for 
pedestrians, 119 unsafe for drivers and 6 unsafe for bicyclists.  
 
A total of 309 community members participated in outreach activities, which included: 

• An online safety survey (228 participants)  
• Five public meetings (81 participants) 

 
TAC Meetings 
A project Kick-Off Meeting was held with the TAC on August 18, 2016. The meeting focused on 
discussions of the goals and tasks that would be accomplished as part of the project. A preliminary 
review of available crash data was presented, and data needs were identified.  
 
A TAC meeting was held on November 16, 2016. The meeting was held to discuss the upcoming 
stakeholder workshops, public involvement meetings and current crash data analysis findings. 
 
A TAC meeting was held on January 26, 2017. The meeting was held to further discuss the objectives 
and goals of the STSP. An in-depth discussion of current crash data trends was also presented for 
discussion.  
 
A TAC meeting was held on March 21, 2017. The meeting was held to discuss the participation and 
survey responses from the previous public information meetings. Potential emphasis areas for the 
region were also discussed based on percentages of fatal and serious injury crashes. 
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Executive Board Meetings 
An executive board meeting was held on April 27, 2017. An in-depth discussion of the safety plan’s 
objectives and progress was presented at the meeting.   
 
Stakeholder Meetings and Workshops 
A stakeholder workshop was held on May 24, 2017. The workshop was held to review the progress of 
the network screening efforts and to allow stakeholders to provide input.  
 
An HSIP workshop was held on June 14, 2017. The workshop was held to present the application 
process for HSIP funding. Additional TAC meetings were held on November 15, 2017, January 24, 
2018, and April 4, 2018, with the focus on identifying and finalizing HSIP project locations. 
 
Appendix A provides more details on the public outreach effort, including comments from the Social 
Pinpoint mapping tool. WACOG member agencies are encouraged to use these comments to help 
identify potential safety issues that may need to be addressed. 
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Road System Performance 
This section documents the crash data analysis that was performed for the WACOG region. Crash 
data was provided by ADOT and was analyzed for the 2006-2015 period which represented the most 
recent 10-year period at the beginning of the project. 
 
A summary of the crashes that occurred within each agency is broken down by injury severity in Table 
1. These include crashes that occurred on local and ADOT maintained roadways within the region. 
There was a total of 26,840 crashes in the WACOG region for the study period, with 1,523 serious 
injury and 515 fatal crashes. Figure 1 shows a breakdown of all WACOG crashes by injury severity. 
Serious injury and fatal crashes accounted for 6% and 2% of the total crashes in the region, 
respectively.  

Table 1: Total Crashes by Agency 

Agency 
No 

Injury 
Possible 

Injury 

Non-
Incapacitating 

Injury 
Incapacitating 

Injury Fatal Total 
Bullhead City 4420 1237 525 276 40 6498 
Colorado City 43 7 3 3  56 
Colorado River 
Reservation 

74 16 25 19 20 154 

Fort Mohave Reservation 159 42 38 18 8 265 
Hualapai Reservation 20 3 7 1 7 38 
Kaibab Reservation 20 6 8 4  38 
Kingman 3624 860 739 149 31 5403 
La Paz County 2063 217 692 214 122 3308 
Mohave County 6609 1138 1774 828 276 10625 
Parker 228 33 19 6 5 291 
Quartzsite 115 19 19 5 6 164 
Total 17375 3578 3849 1523 515 26840 
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Figure 1: WACOG Crashes by Injury Severity (2006-2015) 
 

 
Table 2 shows a summary of the number of people involved in the crashes listed in Table 1. There 
were 600 deaths as a result of the 515 fatal crashes, and 2,182 incapacitating injuries as a result of 
the 1,523 incapacitating injury crashes during the study period. 

 
Table 2: Persons Involved in Crashes by Agency (2006-2015) 

Agency 
No 

Injury 
Possible 

Injury 

Non-
Incapacitating 

Injury 
Incapacitating 

Injury Fatal Total 
Bullhead City 14769 1966 690 351 42 17818 
Colorado City 147 10 5 4 

 
166 

Colorado River 
Reservation 

260 31 57 31 23 402 

Fort Mohave Reservation 495 77 67 30 8 677 

Hualapai Reservation 44 4 12 1 7 68 
Kaibab Reservation 58 10 11 5 

 
84 

Kingman 12767 1310 1019 170 37 15303 
La Paz County 5678 443 1170 343 143 7777 
Mohave County 18034 2061 2844 1228 328 24495 
Parker 603 52 28 9 5 697 
Quartzsite 326 29 34 10 7 406 
Total 53181 5993 5937 2182 600 67893 

 

The incidents reported in the WACOG region from 2006-2015 are shown in Figure 2 by collision 
manner. Single vehicle incidents accounted for 10,404 incidents, or 39% of the total incidents. The 
next highest crash frequencies were rear-ended and angle crashes, which accounted for 23% and 12% 
of the total crashes, respectively. Figure 3 through Figure 6 show breakdowns of the WACOG crash 
data by collision manner and time, day, month and year.  
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Figure 2: WACOG Collision Manner (2006-2015) 

 
 

Figure 3: Collision Manner by Time 
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Figure 4: Collision Manner by Day 

 
 

Figure 5: Collision Manner by Month 
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Figure 6: Collision Manner by Year 
 

 
 
 

Single Vehicle Run-Off-Road Crashes 
Single vehicle crashes account for 39% of the total crashes in the WACOG region. Figure 7 shows a 
breakdown of the first harmful event for all single-vehicle crashes. Vehicle rollover was the most 
frequent cause, accounting for 25% of all run-off-road crashes.  
 
Figure 8 through Figure 11 show the time, day of the week, month and yearly trends for single vehicle 
run-off-road crashes. These crashes occur most frequently between 1pm and 7pm and on weekends. 
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Figure 7: Single Vehicle Run-Off-Road Crashes by First Harmful Event 

 
 

Figure 8: Single Vehicle Run-Off-Road Crashes by Time 
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Figure 9: Single Vehicle Run-Off-Road Crashes by Day 

 
 

 
Figure 10: Single Vehicle Run-Off-Road Crashes by Month 
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Figure 11: Single Vehicle Run-Off-Road Crashes by Year 

 
 
The maps in Figure 12 through Figure 17 show locations of all crashes, fatal and serious injury 
crashes, and pedestrian and bicycle crashes. 
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Figure 12: 2006-2015 All Crash Locations – Mohave County 
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Figure 13: 2006-2015 Fatal and Serious Injury Crash Locations – Mohave County 
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Figure 14: 2006-2015 Pedestrian and Bicycle Crash Locations - Mohave County 
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Figure 15: 2006-2015 All Crash Locations – La Paz County 
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Figure 16: 2006-2015 Fatal and Serious Injury Crash Locations – La Paz County 
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Figure 17: 2006-2015 Pedestrian and Bicycle Crash Locations – La Paz County 
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Transportation Safety Vision and Goal 
The FHWA and United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) has adopted similar visions for 
transportation safety across the nation. The FHWA has committed to a vision of zero fatal and serious 
injury crashes on roadways across the nation and including all modes of travel. The USDOT vision of 
“zero deaths” takes the approach that even one death on a transportation facility is unacceptable. 
These visions provide an overarching theme for the future of transportation safety on facilities across 
the country. As part of their 2014 State Highway Safety Plan (SHSP), Arizona incorporated the theme 
of “zero deaths” into the state safety vision of “Towards zero Deaths by reducing crashes for a safer 
Arizona.” In support of this, the Arizona statewide safety goal is to “reduce fatalities and the 
occurrence and severity of serious injuries on all public roadways in Arizona.” The state objective at 
the publication of the Arizona SHSP was to “reduce the five-year average total number of fatalities 
and serious injuries in Arizona by three to seven percent during the next five years from the 2013 
base year”. This goal supports the statewide and national vision for transportation safety and the 
objective establishes a metric for measuring safety improvements. The FHWA relies on data-driven 
approaches and proven countermeasures.    
 
Stakeholder workshops were held to determine an appropriate safety vision and goal for the WACOG 
region.  
The safety vision for the WACOG region is: 

“Safe Travel – Every Trip, Every Circumstance” 

This vision is intended to enforce the idea that roadway users should have a safety mindset while 
using facilities in the region, no matter their transportation mode or the duration of their trip. Every 
user shares the responsibility to travel safely.  
 
The regional safety goal is: 

“Reduce fatal and serious injury crash rate year-over-year in perpetuity” 

The WACOG safety goal was developed to support the statewide goal of reducing the number of fatal 
and serious injury crashes and to support the national vision of towards “Zero Deaths.” The goal is to 
continually reduce the serious injury and fatal crashes on roadways in the region each year until, 
ideally, there aren’t any more serious or fatal crashes. This goal uses crash rate as a metric due to the 
frequency of high mileage segments in the region. 
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Transportation Safety Resources 
Several local, state, and federal safety programs are available to WACOG and member agencies. The 
following programs and safety practices are intended to be a resource to allow collaboration among 
the various agencies across the region regarding safety strategies. 

Mohave County Safety Practices 
Mohave County has been on the leading edge in Arizona for implementing safety practices and 
programs. These include: 
 
The Mohave County Traffic Safety Committee which meets 
monthly to review Public Works engineering studies addressing 
citizen requests for traffic control devise installation, 
modification, or removal as well as all fatal crashes on County 
maintained roads for the purpose of making recommendations to 
the Public Works Director and County Engineer.  In addition to 
public works/engineering staff, this Committee includes law 
enforcement and risk management personnel. 
 
Speed Feedback Signs have been installed on various roads in the 
County – the sign’s flashers illuminate if the approaching motorist 
is driving above the speed limit. The CMF Clearinghouse provides 
a crash reduction factor (CRF) of 7% for installation of speed 
feedback signs. 
 
Dynamic Intersection Conflict Warning System (ICWS) has been 
installed at the intersection of London Bridge Road and Retail 
Centre Boulevard to provide real-time warning of approaching 
vehicles at a location with limited sight distance. A recently 
completed FHWA study, “Safety Evaluation of Intersection 
Conflict Warning Systems, June 2016),” concluded that installation 
of ICWS has a CRF of 30% for fatal and injury crashes. 
 
Bike Lanes have been installed on key roads, including London 

Bridge Road, by widening the 
paved shoulders and installing 
bike lane markings on the 
shoulders. The CMF 
Clearinghouse shows a CRF of 
29% for bike crashes and 18% for 
road departure fatal crashes. 
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Optical Speed Zone installed on Stockton Hill Road led to 5 mph 
reduction in 85th percentile speeds, decreasing from 71 mph to 66 
mph, and a 4.2 mph reduction in mean speeds, from 63.5 mph to 
59.3 mph. According to the CMF Clearinghouse, this 7% reduction 
in speed provides a CRF of 22% for fatal crashes.  
 
 

Available Programs  
Arizona Bicycle and Pedestrian Program 
ADOT maintains a website dedicated to providing bicycling and 
walking information. Resources such as maps, safety tips, 
organizations/programs, commuting information, walking and 
biking to school resources, as well as the Statewide Bicycle and 
Pedestrian Plan, are included at this website. More information 
can be found at the ADOT Bicycle and Pedestrian Program 
webpage (http://www.azbikeped.org/). 
 

Arizona Road Safety Assessment Program 
ADOT manages the Arizona Road Safety Assessment (RSA) Program, a free service to public agencies 
in Arizona. An RSA is a formal examination of user safety of a roadway by an independent 
multidisciplinary audit team. The RSA team identifies safety issues and appropriate countermeasures 
for the specific location.  
(https://www.azdot.gov/business/engineering-and-construction/traffic/traffic-safety/roadsafety-
assessments). 
 
Arizona Strategic Highway Safety Plan 
The Arizona SHSP was developed through a data-driven, collaborative approach among Arizona’s 
safety stakeholders. The SHSP represents the Arizona state safety goal statement and identifies the 
Emphasis Areas that the state will focus on to achieve its goal. The SHSP is an overarching strategic 
statewide safety document to guide safety planning and programming processes; facilitate 
implementation of recommended safety strategies and action steps or countermeasures through 
existing plans and programs; and modify current planning processes over time to adopt and 
institutionalize a change in Arizona’s transportation safety culture. The plan can be accessed through 
the Arizona SHSP webpage (https://azdot.gov/about/transportation-safety/arizona-strategic-
highwaysafety-plan). 
 
FHWA Office of Safety 
The FHWA Office of Safety website has numerous resources, including Proven Countermeasures, 
which promotes the use of certain infrastructure-oriented safety treatments and strategies, chosen 
based on proven effectiveness and benefits, to encourage widespread implementation by State, 
tribal, and local transportation agencies to reduce serious injuries and fatalities on roadways. 
(https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/) 
 

http://www.azbikeped.org/
https://www.azdot.gov/business/engineering-and-construction/traffic/traffic-safety/roadsafety-assessments
https://www.azdot.gov/business/engineering-and-construction/traffic/traffic-safety/roadsafety-assessments
https://azdot.gov/about/transportation-safety/arizona-strategic-highwaysafety-plan
https://azdot.gov/about/transportation-safety/arizona-strategic-highwaysafety-plan
https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/
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National Highway Traffic Safety Administration Pedestrian Safety 
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) maintains a pedestrian safety website 
which provides safety statistics for vulnerable road users. The website also provides resources 
including safety tips and educational pamphlets along with information for local government agencies 
to promote vulnerable user safety in their region. The link for the webpage is 
(https://www.nhtsa.gov/road-safety/pedestrian-safety#programs).  
 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) “5 to Drive” Campaign 
The "5 to Drive" campaign encourages parents to visit www.safercar.gov/parents/teendriving and 
discuss with their teens one safety topic each day during the October national teen driver safety 
week. The "5 to Drive" campaign topics are: 
 

1. No cell phone use or texting while driving, 
2. No extra passengers, 
3. No speeding, 
4. No alcohol, and 
5. No driving or riding without a seatbelt. 

 
The list is designed to counteract poor driving decisions that have contributed heavily to the high 
death rate among teen drivers 
 

Funding Sources 
The Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) is a core federal aid program administered by 
ADOT with Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) oversight. The goal of the program is to achieve a 
significant reduction in traffic fatalities and serious injuries on all public roads. Use of HSIP funding 
requires a data-driven, strategic, and performance-based approach to improving highway safety on 
all public roads. The federal legislation states that “a highway safety improvement project is any 
strategy, activity, or project on a public road that is consistent with the data-driven State Strategic 
Highway Safety Plan (SHSP) and corrects or improves a hazardous road location or feature or 
addresses a highway safety problem.” Candidate projects submitted by local agencies for HSIP 
funding can address spot locations or systemic treatments. Potential projects are prioritized based on 
Benefit/Cost ratio, potential crash reduction for fatal and incapacitating injury crashes, and 
connection with the state’s SHSP emphasis areas. With the passage of the FAST Act, HSIP funds can 
no longer be used for non-infrastructure projects (e.g., education, enforcement, etc.). 
 
Beginning with the fiscal year 2019 call for HSIP projects, sub-allocations of HSIP funds to COGs and 
MPOs was discontinued. All agency applications must now follow a competitive process for funding 
allocations through the fiscal year 2024. The WACOG STSP has positioned its member agencies to 
better compete for the statewide HSIP funds by identifying and justifying safety projects through a 
data-driven process.  
 
The ADOT Highway User Revenue Fund (HURF) Exchange enables COGs and MPOs to swap federal 
Surface Transportation Block Grant (STBG) funding for state highway funds, allowing local agencies to 
build projects themselves, avoiding most expensive and time-consuming federal regulatory 
requirements. Because the HURF Exchange results in reduced costs and administrative burden for the 

https://www.nhtsa.gov/road-safety/pedestrian-safety#programs
http://www.safercar.gov/parents/teendriving
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local agencies and transfers that burden to ADOT, the statute allows ADOT to pay 90 cents in SHF for 
each $1 of federal funding exchanged. 
 
WACOG allocates $5,000 annually for the Local Technical Assistance Program (LTAP) which is 
programmed using Surface Transportation Block Grant (STBG) funds. WACOG uses the LTAP funds for 
roadway safety training, e.g., clear zone improvements, flagger training.   
 
The Governor’s Office of Highway Safety (GOHS) administers NHTSA funding through grant 
applications. Typical projects include law enforcement activities such as targeted DUI checkpoints, as 
well as modernization of crash data collection systems. Local agencies have utilized GOHS funding to 
purchase portable speed feedback trailers to rotate placement on streets experiencing speed-related 
crashes. GOHS funds have also been used in educational efforts, for example, to conduct mock crash 
demonstrations at high schools during prom season. Annual funding available through GOHS is 
approximately $8,000,000 in Arizona. 
 
The ADOT Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Program administers approximately $2,300,000 annually 
for improving safety at public railroad crossings. A diagnostic review team consisting of 
representatives from ADOT, the Arizona Corporation Commission, FHWA, the Railroad and the Road 
Sponsor (State, City, County, or Tribe) evaluates railroad crossings and develops a list of potential 
projects. 
 
The High Risk Rural Road (HRRR) funding set-aside was eliminated in the 2012 Moving Ahead for 
Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) federal legislation. That set-aside has been replaced with a 
Special Rule that requires states with an increase in fatality rates on rural roads to obligate 200% of 
the state’s 2009 HRRR funding amount, which was $1,800,000 in Arizona, meaning $3,600,000 of 
HSIP funds would be required to be used on HRRRs. The use of HRRR-related HSIP funding would 
become an option for the WACOG member agencies if Arizona was found to have an increase in 
fatalities on rural roads over the most recent two years. 
 
The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Rural Transit Assistance Program (RTAP) provides funding 
for safety services, technical assistance projects and training for transit operators in rural areas. RTAP 
funding can be used to support four areas: training, technical assistance, research and related 
support services.  
 
The ADOT Section 5311 Rural Public Transportation Program provides grants to fund transit services 
in rural parts of the state to increase mobility access to health care, shopping, employment centers 
and other community points of interest. Mobility can be a concern in rural areas that cover large 
areas or have limited pedestrian and bicycle facilities. Funding is provided to counties, cities, towns 
and Native American tribes to operate transit systems at the local level through an application 
process. The goal of the program is to support a statewide, multimodal transportation system. 
 
The FHWA Every Day Counts (EDC) initiative works with state and local partners to encourage the use 
of proven technologies and underutilized innovations to enhance roadway safety and reduce traffic 
congestion, among other goals. The use of EDC innovations helps shorten the project delivery process 
on federally funded projects. FHWA has released the 2019-2020 EDC-5 innovations, which include 
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“reducing Rural Roadway Departures” and “Safe Transportation for Every Pedestrian.” The use of 
these innovations qualifies a project for Discretionary Grant Funding. 
 
The USDOT Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage Development (BUILD) Transportation 
Discretionary Grants program replaced the Transportation Investment Generating Economic 
Recovery (TIGER) grant program. BUILD Transportation grants are for investments in surface 
transportation infrastructure and are to be awarded on a competitive basis for projects that will have 
a significant local or regional impact. BUILD funding can support roads, bridges, transit, rail, ports or 
intermodal transportation. Projects for BUILD will be evaluated based on criteria that include safety, 
economic competitiveness, quality of life, environmental protection, state of good repair, innovation, 
partnership, and additional non-Federal revenue for future transportation infrastructure 
investments. USDOT intends to award a greater share of BUILD Transportation grant funding to 
projects located in rural areas that align well with the selection criteria.  
 

Regional Transit Programs 
The WACOG Transportation Planning Program maintains a Transportation Coordination Plan for the 
region. This plan identifies transportation needs and services for low-income, disabled or elderly 
members of rural communities to comply with federal funding legislation. These services are crucial 
to many rural areas, where medical facilities, groceries, and other necessary destinations may be 
upwards of 20 miles away. Walking or biking may not be a practical or feasible mode of 
transportation for many residents. The services listed in Table 3 were established by the various 
government and private agencies in the region to provide a safe method of transport for residents. 
 

Table 3: WACOG Transit Services 

Service Location Description 

Bullhead Area Transit Bullhead City Local transit provider for Bullhead City. 
Paratransit equipped buses. 

Kingman Area  
Regional Transit (KART) 

Kingman-Butler Local transit provider for Kingman-Butler 
area.  

Chemehuevi Indian Tribe  
(Ferry Boat) 

Lake Havasu City Ferry boat is providing access for all users to 
Havasu Lake, CA from Lake Havasu City, AZ. 

Bullhead City  
Senior Center 

Bullhead City Access to medical facilities, shopping centers 
and the senior nutrition center. Services are 
offered for disabled and elderly residents. 

Havasu Mobility Lake Havasu City Offers access, by appointment, to local 
medical facilities, shopping centers and 
senior centers for disabled and elderly 
residents. 

Town of Quartzsite Quartzsite Offers access to medical facilities, shopping 
centers and senior centers for disabled and 
elderly residents. The service travels to 
Parker, Blythe, Lake Havasu City and Yuma.  
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Service Location Description 

La Paz  
Health Department 

Parker Door-to-Door service offering access to 
medical facilities, shopping centers and 
senior centers to disabled and elderly 
residents. The service travels to all 
communities in La Paz County.  

Parker Senior Center Parker Transit service providing elderly residents 
with transportation as well as social and 
educational services. 

Palo Verde Valley  
Transit Agency 

Ehrenberg, AZ 
Blythe California 

Transit service for residents and visitors 
providing connections to local points of 
interest. 

New Horizons Lake Havasu City Transportation services for people with 
developmental disabilities.  

Senior Companion  
Program (NAU) 

Kingman Transportation services for homebound 
elderly and disabled individuals.  

Solo of America Kingman Door-to-Door service offering access to 
medical facilities, shopping centers and 
senior centers to residents with intellectual 
challenges in Mohave County. 

WestCare AZ 1, Inc. Dolan Springs 
Bullhead City 

Transportation service offering access to 
medical facilities, shopping centers and 
senior centers for disabled and elderly 
residents in La Paz and Mohave Counties. 

Southwest Behavioral  
Health Services 

Bullhead City 
Lake Havasu 

Kingman 

Transportation services to medical and 
therapeutic appointments for people with 
disabilities.  

Hualapai Tribe 
Health Department 

Peach Springs Transportation to anywhere in Arizona or Las 
Vegas for elderly residents of the Hualapai 
Tribe. 

Kaibab Band of  
Paiute Indians 

Fredonia-Colorado City Transportation to shopping, dental care, 
social activities, tribal ceremonies, and 
other activities to the elderly and disabled 
within the Kaibab Band of Paiute Indians 
Tribe. 
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Emphasis Areas and Safety Strategies 
Emphasis Areas 

The 2014 Arizona SHSP identifies 12 emphasis areas that comprise the top crash categories for 
serious injury and fatal crashes across the state. The statewide emphasis areas are 

1. Speeding and Aggressive driving 
2. Impaired driving 
3. Occupant protection 
4. Motorcycles 
5. Distracted Driving 
6. Roadway Infrastructure and 

Operations 

7. Age Related 
8. Heavy Vehicles 
9. Non-Motorized users 
10. Natural Risks 
11. Traffic incident management 
12. Interjurisdictional 

 
The first five listed emphasis areas are the top focus for the state, due to the high number of 
fatal and serious injury crashes or due to an upward trend in fatal and serious injury crashes 
that relate to those crash categories. 
 
Table 4 compares the WACOG crash experience with the state data for the state SHSP emphasis 
areas; priority emphasis areas are those with higher fatal and serious injury crash percentages 
than the state percentages and are highlighted in yellow.  
 

Table 4: Statewide Emphasis Areas vs. WACOG Region 

State Emphasis Areas WACOG Fatal 
Crashes % 

State Fatal 
Crashes % 

WACOG Serious 
Crashes % 

State Serious 
Crashes % 

Lane Departure 61 46 49 29 
Occupant Protection 47 47 28 23 
Speeding 47 37 49 34 
Impaired Driving 32 34 24 18 
Older Driver Over 64 26 15 19 15 
Young Driver Under 25 19 28 25 35 
Distracted Driving 17 12 26 18 
Heavy Vehicle 17 10 11 6 
Motorcyclists 15 17 18 18 
Intersection 14 25 24 45 
Pedestrian 10 18 4 9 
Weather-related 3 3 5 3 
Bicyclist 2 3 2 5 
Animal-involved 0 <1 <1 <1 

 
Table 5 compares rural and urban fatal and serious injury crash percentages by emphasis area. 
Rural/urban breakdown for all fatal crashes in the region is 83%/17%; rural/urban breakdown 
for serious injury crashes is 71%/29%.  
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Table 5:  WACOG Rural vs. Urban Crashes 

State Emphasis Areas WACOG Rural 
Fatal Crashes % 

WACOG Urban 
Fatal Crashes % 

WACOG Rural 
Serious Crashes % 

WACOG Urban 
Serious Crashes % 

Lane Departure 89 11 88 12 
Occupant Protection 87 13 79 21 
Speeding 

    

Impaired Driving 83 17 79 21 
Older Driver Over 64 83 17 56 44 
Young Driver Under 25 73 27 62 38 
Distracted Driving 

    

Heavy Vehicle 88 12 87 13 
Motorcyclists 79 21 72 28 
Intersection 56 44 36 64 
Pedestrian 61 39 30 70 
Weather-related 100 0 90 10 
Bicyclist 44 56 39 61 
Animal-involved 0 0 100 0 

 
Safety Strategies 

The following safety strategies were developed as a response to the fatal and serious injury 
crashes related to WACOG’s regional emphasis areas. The safety strategies follow the 4 E’s of 
safety, engineering, enforcement, education and emergency services. This list is provided to 
give ideas of potential safety improvements to target the emphasis areas; however, it is not 
intended to be a comprehensive list of potential solutions and project owners are encouraged 
to explore alternative solutions as needed. 

Lane Departure 
Engineering  

• Use traffic control devices to better delineate the edge of the roadway (i.e., signs, raised 
pavement markers, edgelines, rumble strips) 

• Construct roadway infrastructure improvements (e.g., paved/graded shoulders, gradual 
side slopes, Safety Edge, high friction surface treatment, etc.) 

• Install guardrail 
Education 

• Increase public education on corrective roadway departure driving techniques 

Occupant Protection 
Enforcement 

• Conduct high-visibility, saturated seat belt enforcement campaigns 
Education 

• Conduct seat belt education events for children 
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• Provide child protection seat distribution programs coupled with high-profile inspection
events/clinics utilizing certified child protection seat technicians

• Train law-enforcement personnel to check for proper child restraint use during all
motorist encounters

Speeding
Enforcement 

• Targeted enforcement in school zones and locations with speeding related crashes
• Targeted enforcement campaigns on corridors that have a high 85th percentile speed vs.

the posted speeds
Engineering 

• Install speed feedback signs
• Install traffic control devices for speed management to reduce speeds

Education 
• Launch NHTSA’s “5 To Drive” campaign in area high schools

Impaired Driving
Engineering 

• Implement wrong-way detection and/or Notification systems to reduce wrong-way 
crashes on freeways

Education 
• Improve public awareness of and access to alternate forms of transportation
• Partner with employers to suggest policies and procedures aimed at reducing impaired

driving by their employees
• Develop materials for educating target groups for impaired driving including mass-

media campaigns on DUI dangers and penalties
• Utilize Dynamic Message Signs for impaired driving educational messages

Enforcement 
• Conduct high visibility DUI saturation patrols
• Promote policies and practices that result in the imposition of meaningful penalties for

impaired-driving convictions

Older Drivers
Engineering (Design/Implementation) 

• Improve visibility of traffic control devices
Education 

• Increase awareness about and availability of alternative transportation options
• Promote insurance and other incentives for safe driving
• Initiate a safe driving campaign for elderly drivers (including snowbirds)

Enforcement 
• Support efforts to require more frequent testing (vision, medical) of older drivers for

license renewals
• Implement local ordinances banning texting while driving
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Young Drivers 
Engineering  

• Promote technology which monitors young driver behavior 
Education 

• Identify best practices for promoting and/or implementing Safe Driving pledge 
campaigns 

• Strengthen driver education 
• Promote stronger parental/guardian education and engagement in the licensure process 

for young drivers 
• Enhance outreach campaigns to young drivers and their families about safe driving 

behavior and programs (e.g., modify the Tucson Police Department’s Safe Teen Accident 
Reduction Training (START) Program) 

• Develop public relations campaigns highlighting the risks of distracted driving 
• Promote insurance and other incentives for safe driving 
• Conduct mock crash demonstrations for high school students 

Distracted Driving 
Education 

• Initiate/strengthen distracted driving school and community campaigns for drivers of all 
ages. LHMPO recently allocated funding for a county wide distracted driver campaign, 
which includes the production of commercials and other marketing materials.  

Enforcement 
• Implement local ordinances banning texting while driving 

Heavy Vehicles 
Engineering 

• Construct climbing lanes on steep grades 
• Establish highway incident preplanned detour routes and infrastructure (e.g., 

permanent flip‐down trailblazer signs; dynamic blank‐out signs) facilitating rapid 
deployment. 

• Identify and enhance roadway segments with high frequency and severity of heavy 
vehicle related crashes, such as with additional signage, including truck rollover signs 

• Sign for “truck only” lanes 
• Implement differential speed limits and/or lane controls for heavy vehicles on road 

sections exhibiting significant traffic speed variance 
Education 

• Incorporate public service announcements into dynamic message signs (DMS) 
Enforcement 

• Establish “safety corridors” with increased fines for violations 

Motorcyclists 
Engineering (Design/Implementation) 
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• Improve infrastructure features to help reduce the number and severity of motorcycle 
crashes 

Education 
• Improve public awareness, education and training for motorcyclists, motorists, and all 

safety stakeholders to promote safer driving behaviors 
• Enhance rider training programs to improve motorcycle safety 
• Promote use of helmets  
• Utilize Dynamic Message Signs for safety messages 

Intersections 
Engineering (Planning/Policy) 

• Evaluate intersection specific crash rates to ascertain hot spots 
• Identify practices or standards that integrate safety into planning and design 
• Conduct Road Safety Assessments (RSAs) at high risk locations 
• Implement systemic improvements based on identifying characteristics of high risk 

intersections 
• Protect intersection functional area through access management where driveways 

exiting in area of intersection accelerating/decelerating traffic and drivers being less 
focused on driveway traffic may increase crash likelihood 

Engineering (Design/Implementation) 
• Improve intersection geometry 
• Install roundabouts where feasible 
• Evaluate and improve sight distance 
• Evaluate signal phasing and timing (e.g., reduce through and left-turn conflicts) for 

improvements 
• Increase size/visibility of signal heads and lens display 
• Install strobe signals within red lens’ assemblies whereby a pulsating strobe (about one 

time per second) flashes over or in the red lens to attract driver attention 
• Install dynamic/flashing advance warning sign to approaching motorists of pending 

signal change 
• Use markings and use widest, retroreflective markings delineating each auxiliary and 

through lane; consider yellow/white line pavement marking extensions to delineate left 
turn paths through high volume intersections 

• Provide/improve intersection lighting 
• Modernize traffic signal systems along single high-volume arterial facilities in a manner 

integrating best technologies for network-wide control and synchronization of traffic 
movements; consider adaptive signal control technology 

• Increase visibility of traffic control devices (oversized regulatory signs, retroreflective 
signposts) 

Enforcement 
• Conduct targeted enforcement of high crash risk intersections 
• Implement speeding and red light running enforcement efforts 
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EMS 
• Implement emergency vehicle preemption at signalized intersections 

Pedestrians 
Engineering (Planning/Policy):  

• Encourage submittal of TIP projects that include safety elements for all modes by 
including safety as an explicit project evaluation criterion 

• Promote the use of “best practices” that integrate safety analysis and design throughout 
the planning process 

• Identify high risk locations for potential implementation of enhanced pedestrian 
crossings 

• Develop and implement a Complete Streets program 
• Develop a system to evaluate whether certain midblock and/or multi-lane uncontrolled 

crosswalks should remain, be improved, or be removed 
• Develop an ADA Transition Plan 

Engineering (Design/Implementation) 
• Evaluate and install controlled pedestrian crossings, making use of pedestrian hybrid 

beacons and rectangular rapid flash beacons 
• Install medians and pedestrian crossing islands 
• Provide sidewalks, multi-use paths, and/or marked crosswalks 
• Improve sight distance and/or visibility between motor vehicles and pedestrians 
• Provide street lighting at uncontrolled arterial crosswalks 

Education 
• Develop/maintain training and public information pedestrian safety campaigns 
• Increase pedestrian safety education for all roadway users 
• Promote the use of pedestrian safety lights 

Weather-related 
Education 

• Education campaigns, public service announcements, etc. on driving techniques during 
weather events such as dust storms 

Engineering 
• Signage about weather conditions 

Bicyclists 
Engineering (Planning/Policy)  

• Encourage submittal of TIP projects that include safety elements for all modes by 
including safety as an explicit project evaluation criterion 

• Promote the use of “best practices” that integrate safety analysis and design throughout 
the planning process 

• Identify high risk locations for potential implementation of enhanced pedestrian or bike 
crossings 

• Develop and implement a Complete Streets program 
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• Develop a Bicyclist Safety Assessment (BSA) program 
• Seek funding to support safety programs for improving bicycle safety 

Engineering (Design/Implementation) 
• Evaluate and install controlled pedestrian or bike crossings 
• Provide bicycle detection at signalized intersections 
• Provide bike lanes, separated bike lanes, bike boulevards, and off-road multi-use paths 
• Provide street lighting at uncontrolled arterial crosswalks 
• Commit to recognizing dedicated lateral space for bicycle traffic under a (modified) 

standard cross section for one or more road functional classes 
• Bicycle striping plan through streets with adequate cross section 
• Bicycle service facilities (racks – where to target; other service amenities for bicycle “pit 

stops”) 
• Special programs and events – Sunday street closures for bicyclists and pedestrians 
• Utilize the federal Surface Transportation Block Grant Program for bicycle facilities 

Education 
• Develop/maintain training and public information bicycle safety campaigns 
• Increase bicycle safety education for all roadway users 
• Improve public awareness to promote safer behavior by all roadway users relative to 

bicycle traffic 
• Promote use of helmets by adult bicyclists 
• Promote the use of bike safety lights 
• Dedicated website clearinghouse on area biking opportunities, routes, safety, 

reminders, planning, etc. 
• Utilize Dynamic Message Signs for safety messages 

Enforcement 
• Increase enforcement of existing laws designed to promote bicycle safety, such as 

wrong-way riding and vehicles encroaching on bicycle facilities 
 

The Future: Automated and Connected Vehicles 
Automated vehicle (AV) and connected vehicle (CV) technologies are set to revolutionize travel 
and traffic safety. NCHRP Research Report 845 Advancing Automated and Connected Vehicles: 
Policy and Planning Strategies for State and Local Transportation Agencies is an excellent 
resource for agencies that want to participate in how these technologies will be deployed and 
how they will impact their facilities and operations. Following are key policy and planning 
strategies that NCHRP 845 recommends that transportation agencies consider: 
 

1. Enact legislation to legalize AV testing. 
2. Enact legislation to stimulate AV or CV testing. 
3. Modify driver training standards and curricula. 
4. Increase public awareness of benefits and risks. 
5. Subsidize shared automated vehicle (SAV) use. 
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6. Implement transit benefits for SAVs. 
7. Implement a parking cash-out strategy. 
8. Implement location-efficient mortgages. 
9. Implement land use policies and parking requirements. 
10. Apply road use pricing. 
11. Implement a no-fault insurance approach. 
12. Require motorists to carry more insurance. 
13. Subsidize CVs. 
14. Invest in CV infrastructure. 
15. Grant AVs and CVs priority access to dedicated lanes. 
16. Grant signal priority to CVs. 
17. Grant parking access to AVs and CVs. 
18. Implement new contractual mechanisms with private-sector providers. 
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Network Screening  
Network screening of a roadway system is the data-driven analysis of the intersections and 
segments within the system. The process utilizes spatial analysis of crash data and is performed 
to determine high priority locations that may require safety improvements. Crashes are 
spatially attributed to individual intersections and segments to facilitate network analysis. 
 
The goal of network screening is to develop a list of specific sites, for example, signalized 
intersections, that are ranked by priority. Priority is typically developed from crash frequency, 
rate, and severity, but other crash factors can be incorporated into the analysis as appropriate. 
This priority list is then used to plan and implement safety projects at individual locations or at 
the system-wide level. The list can also serve as a resource for local governments when 
applying for state or federal traffic safety funding. 
 
A Priority Index (PI) ranking was used to screen intersections and a combination of PI ranking 
and sliding window analysis was used to screen segments. The PI ranking system has been used 
successfully in Arizona by the Pima County DOT, Pima Association of Governments (PAG), and 
other MPOs and COGs to identify high-risk locations and is recommended for use by WACOG 
based on: 
 

• Minimal data requirements (traffic volumes and crash frequency and severity) 
• Reliability in identifying high-risk locations 
• Flexibility (agencies can adjust the importance of the 3 crash factors used to calculate 

the PI) 
The PI rankings developed for this STSP gave equal weighting to crash frequency, crash severity, 
and crash rate.  
 

Intersection Priority Index Ranking 
The resulting lists of signalized and unsignalized intersections are intended to provide WACOG 
and its member agencies with a guideline for determining locations that may require a closer 
examination for safety improvements. Individual priority ranking lists were developed for 
signalized and unsignalized intersections. Traffic volumes were assigned to intersections using 
the ADOT and WACOG Transportation Data Management System databases and local agency 
traffic count summaries.  
 
An Unsignalized/Signalized Analysis Tool (USAT) was developed in Excel format to prioritize the 
intersections based on crash data for 2006-2015. The USAT has the flexibility to provide: 
 

• Different weights to be applied to the crash frequency, rate, and severity 
• Sorting by agency facilities 
• Hyperlinks to view the intersections in Google Maps 
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The top 20 signalized intersection priority ranking is shown in Table 6. The top 20 unsignalized 
intersection priority ranking is shown in Table 7. Following are explanations of the values in 
each column: 
 

 ADT – average daily traffic volume, in vehicles per day, entering the intersection 
 Crash Freq – number of crashes at the intersection in 5 years (2011‐2015) 
 Crash Rate – crashes per million vehicles entering the intersection 
 Severity Index – weighted score based on the distribution of the five crash severity 

subtotals at the intersection: fatal, incapacitating injury, non‐incapacitating injury, 
possible injury, no injury 

 PI Rank – Priority Index rank based on composite score of crash frequency, crash rate, 
and severity index rank 

 
Figure 18 shows a screen grab from the USAT. A complete ranking list of signalized and 
unsignalized intersections for local and ADOT owned facilities is shown in Appendix B. 

 

Table 6: Top 20 Signalized Intersections 

Intersection  Owner  ADT  Crash 
Freq 

Crash 
Rate 

Severity 
Index 

PI 
Rank

SR 95 & Marina Blvd  ADOT  36106 211  1.60  1.58  1 
SR 95, Hancock Rd & Alta Vista Rd  ADOT  36205 220  1.66  1.52  2 
SR 95 & Camp Mohave Rd  ADOT  32353 124  1.05  1.76  3 
SR 95 & Ramar Rd  ADOT  36240 174  1.32  1.59  4 
SR 95 & 3rd St  ADOT  26768 98  1.00  1.82  5 
SR 95 & Mohave Dr  ADOT  28423 147  1.42  1.57  6 
Harrison St, Willow Rd & Airway 
Ave 

Kingman  12172 74  1.67  1.63  7 

Stockton Hill Rd & Airway Ave  Kingman  12895 255  5.42  1.39  8 
Stockton Hill Rd & Gordon Dr  Kingman  12400 114  2.52  1.42  9 
SR 68 & SR 95, Bullhead City Pkwy  ADOT  37152 221  1.63  1.38  10 
Stockton Hill Rd & Sycamore Ave  Kingman  20294 184  2.48  1.37  11 
Andy Devine Ave & Stockton Hill Rd  Kingman  22206 116  1.43  1.45  12 
SR 95 & Plata Dr  ADOT  29855 156  1.43  1.40  13 
Stockton Hill Rd & I‐40 North Ramp  ADOT  30826 120  1.07  1.48  14 
Stockton Hill Rd & Detroit Ave  Kingman  12028 128  2.92  1.35  15 
Airway Ave & Bank St  Kingman  12606 57  1.24  1.59  16 
Lakeside Dr & Hancock Rd  Bullhead City  17850 126  1.93  1.35  17 
Bullhead Pkwy & Desert Foothills Dr Bullhead City  9909  33  0.91  1.80  18 
SR 95 & 7th St  ADOT  27668 60  0.59  1.78  19 
SR 95 & Bullhead Pkwy  ADOT  35146 115  0.90  1.45  20 
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Table 7: Top 20 Unsignalized Intersections 

Intersection  Owner  ADT  Crash 
Freq 

Crash 
Rate 

Severity 
Index 

PI 
Rank

US 60 & Vicksburg Rd  ADOT  4228  21  1.36  3.26  1 
SR 66 & Thompson Ave  ADOT  12222  29  0.65  2.07  2 
Bank St, Beverly Ave & Townsend 
St 

Kingman  5862  18  0.84  2.13  3 

Airway Ave & Burbank St  Kingman  5899  22  1.02  1.85  4 
Oatman Rd & Miracle Mile  Bullhead City  9326  23  0.68  1.64  5 
SR 95 & Arcadia Blvd  ADOT  31753  48  0.41  1.80  6 
Western Ave & Airway Ave  Kingman  7809  23  0.81  1.43  7 
Northern Ave & Bond St  Mohave County  2648  10  1.03  1.50  8 
Bullhead Pkwy & Locust Blvd  Bullhead City  8223  15  0.50  1.92  9 
Castle Rock Rd & Northern Ave  Mohave County  6224  10  0.44  2.16  10 
Lakeside Dr & Baseline Rd  Bullhead City  10216  23  0.62  1.43  11 
SR 66 & Airfield Ave  ADOT  3884  22  1.55  1.32  12 
SR 95 & Miracle Mile  ADOT  26605  34  0.35  1.66  13 
I‐10 Ramp (North) & Vicksburg Rd  ADOT  4714  10  0.58  1.58  14 
SR 95 & Havasupai Dr  ADOT  26882  28  0.29  1.94  15 
Riviera Blvd & Marina Blvd  Bullhead City  9898  18  0.50  1.43  16 
Kino Ave & Roosevelt St  Kingman  6942  14  0.55  1.43  17 
Stockton Hill Rd & Jagerson Ave  Kingman  8746  10  0.31  2.26  18 
Mohave Dr & Miracle Mile  Bullhead City  9246  29  0.86  1.24  19 
Trane Rd & Marina Blvd  Bullhead City  12118  12  0.27  2.13  20 
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Figure 18: Unsignalized/Signalized Analysis Tool (USAT) Sample 
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Segment Priority Index Ranking 

Priority Index values were generated for segments using an Excel-based Sliding Window Analysis Tool 
(SWAT). This analysis excluded intersection crashes to focus on crashes on just the segments. PI 
values were calculated for a window length of 0.3 miles. This window is incrementally moved by 0.1 
miles along each corridor and crash frequency and severity are aggregated within each window. This 
is repeated until the entire road has been analyzed by 0.3-mile segments. The 0.3-mile-long windows 
with the highest PI values are the segments identified as high crash risk locations. 
 
The SWAT has the flexibility to provide: 

• Different weights to be applied to the crash frequency, rate, and severity 
• Sorting by agency facilities 
• Window lengths varying from 0.1 to 1.0 mile 
• Graphical presentation of crash frequency along a route 
• Ability to export segments into GIS 
• Hyperlinks to view the segments in Google Maps 

 
Results of the segment analysis are highlighted in Figure 19 through Figure 21. Figure 21 shows a 
screen grab of the SWAT. Equal weight was given to crash frequency, rate, and severity.  
 

Crash Dashboard 
An Excel-based Crash Dashboard tool was developed that provides user-friendly access to graphical 
summaries of crash data for the region. The Dashboard summarizes the following data by rural and 
urban areas and by agency boundary: 
 

• Crash severity 
• Crash manner 
• Crashes by month and year 
• Crash maps 
• Performance measures 
• Societal costs of crashes 

 
The Dashboard also gives a detailed breakdown of the single vehicle run-off-road crashes, the most 
frequent type of crash in the region. Figure 22 shows a screen grab of the Crash Dashboard. 
 

Driver Violation Network Screening 
Heat maps were created for major driver violations associated with crashes; the violations included 
exceeding the lawful speed, speed too fast for conditions, impaired driving, and not wearing a 
seatbelt. These heat maps, shown in Figure 23 through Figure 30 are useful for law enforcement to 
conduct targeted enforcement and education campaigns.
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Figure 19: Sliding Window Analysis – Mohave County 
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Figure 20: Sliding Window Analysis – La Paz County  
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Figure 21: Sliding Window Analysis Tool (SWAT) Sample  
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Figure 22: WACOG Crash Dashboard Sample  
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Figure 23: Heat Map – Driver Impairment Enforcement Area – Mohave County  
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Figure 24: Heat Map – No Restraint Enforcement Area – Mohave County  
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Figure 25: Heat Map – Speeding Conditions Enforcement Area – Mohave County  
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Figure 26: Heat Map – Speeding Unlawful Enforcement Area – Mohave County  
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Figure 27: Heat Map – Driver Impairment Enforcement Area – La Paz County  
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Figure 28: Heat Map – No Restraint Enforcement Area – La Paz County 
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Figure 29: Heat Map – Speeding Conditions Enforcement Area – La Paz County 
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Figure 30: Heat Map – Speeding Unlawful Enforcement Area – La Paz County  
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Performance Measures 
On April 14, 2016, the FHWA final rule for “National Performance Management Measures: Highway 
Safety Improvement Program” went into effect. This rule established the procedures, data, reporting 
requirements, and potential consequences for safety performance at State DOT and MPO levels. In 
general, this rule is designed to further the use of data to better inform transportation planning and 
programming with the aim of reducing fatalities and serious injuries. Key provisions in the rule 
include: 
 

• 5 Performance Measures are required: 
1. Number of Fatalities 
2. Rate of Fatalities per 100 million vehicle miles traveled (VMT) 
3. Number of Serious Injuries 
4. Rate of Serious Injuries per 100 million VMT 
5. Number of Non‐motorized Fatalities and Serious Injuries 

• Annual update frequency 
• A target must be set for each of the 5 performance areas by February 27, 2018 
• 5-year rolling averages, or averages of the most recent 5 consecutive years of data, are used 

to help account for regression to the mean (to lessen the impact of a large spike or decrease 
in crashes in a single year) 

• States have “met” or “made” significant progress if four out of five targets are met, or 
performance is better than baseline 

• MPOs are to report their targets to the State in an agreed upon manner 
• Fatality Analysis Reporting System FARS is to be used for fatal data 
• State crash database is to be used for serious injury data 

 
Figure 31 through Figure 35 provide crash performance for the most recent crash data to provide an 
example of how these performance measures can be utilized. 
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Figure 31: WACOG Fatalities Performance 
 

 
 
 

Figure 32: WACOG Fatality Rate Performance 
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Figure 33: WACOG Serious Injuries Performance 
 

 
 
 

Figure 34: WACOG Serious Injury Rate Performance 
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Figure 35: WACOG Non-Motorized Serious Injury & Fatalities Frequency 
 

 
 
Fatalities and Fatalities Rates performance measures, shown in Figure 31 and Figure 32 use ADOT 
crash data. It should be noted that the FHWA HSIP Safety Performance Measures rule states that the 
NHTSA FARS database should be used for determining fatalities. Regional FARS data is not easily 
extracted; therefore, the ADOT data was used.  
 
At the time of this analysis, a calibrated VMT model was not available for estimating local road VMT, 
which is used to calculate Fatalities and Serious Injuries rates. The County’s estimate of 137 AADT 
used in pavement design of local roads was used to calculated local road VMT.  
 
HPMS models earlier than 2009 were not available from ADOT; therefore, 5-year rolling data could 
only be calculated for years starting in 2013 and later. 
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Safety Enhancements in Projects 
Safety is often viewed as an “extra” or “add-on” or even a nuisance to incorporate into a project, 
when in fact it should be mainstreamed and explicitly considered on every project. 
Traffic safety programs, projects, and policies included in the Transportation Improvement Program 
(TIP) have a higher likelihood of being implemented. The current WACOG Project Application form 
includes safety in its Project scoring and prioritization criteria. Figure 36 shows the safety, bicycle, and 
pedestrian scoring criteria used by WACOG. 
 

Figure 36: WACOG Safety, Bicycle, and Pedestrian Scoring 
 

 
SAFETY 25 Points Available 
Improves the safety of the transportation system by implementing one of the FHWA proven safety countermeasures or 
recommendations from the WACOG STSP. (http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/provencountermeasures).   
Check all that apply  

Safety 
Countermeasures 

Yes 
 

No 
 

Project incorporates one or more of the FHWA or 
WACOG STSP (Safety Plan) safety countermeasures 
AND/OR addresses a specific location with identified 
safety deficiencies 

Points Available 
Yes = 20, No = 10 

Yes 
 

No 
 Does roadway exhibit a five (5)-year historic fatal and 

total crash rate above the State average? 
Points Available 
Yes = 5, No = 2.5 

Safety Total:  
 
 

BICYCLE, PEDESTRIAN, AND TRANSIT MOBILITY 15 Points Available 
Improves bus, bicycle, or pedestrian operations, safety, convenience and comfort, e.g., bike lanes, bus stops, ADA ramps 
& sidewalks, etc. 
Check all that apply 

Bicycle, Pedestrian & 
Transit 

Yes 
 

No 
 Project provides tangible improvement to, bicycle, or 

pedestrian facilities, safety, mobility, or convenience.   
Points Available 
Yes =7.5, No = 2.5 

Yes 
 

No 
 

Project provides tangible improvement to Bus facilities, 
safety, mobility or convenience 

Points Available 
Yes = 7.5, No = 2.5 

Bike, PED & Transit Total:  
 
The following should be considered for inclusion in agency policies, future TIPs, and any Regional 
Transportation Plan development to ensure safety is an explicit consideration in projects:  

• Include systematic safety improvements in projects, e.g., shoulders, rumble strips, sidewalks, 
lighting 

• Conduct Road Safety Assessments (RSAs) during: 
o Project design stage submittals 
o Evaluation of high priority locations 

http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/provencountermeasures
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Implementation Plan 
Potential HSIP Projects 

Fiscal year 2018 was the final year of regional apportionments of HSIP funds, which in the past 
amounted to approximately $500,000 for WACOG to program for regional safety projects. Beginning 
in 2019, ADOT will no longer provide these regional set-asides for safety funds; all agencies will 
compete statewide for HSIP funding. Spot improvement projects tend to generate low benefit/cost 
ratios with low fatal and serious injury crashes. To improve the odds of receiving these federal funds 
and generate projects with the greatest potential to reduce serious injury and fatal crashes, WACOG 
should focus on corridor or systemic projects that have a significant number of fatal and serious 
injury crashes. Systemic projects address a particular crash type or road user for the entire roadway 
network (e.g., pedestrian crashes or road departure crashes).  
 
ADOT’s updated HSIP guidelines include the following requirements for a project to be considered for 
HSIP funds: 
 

• Minimum benefit/cost ratio of 1.5 (will increase to 2.5 for 2019 call for projects) 
• Only fatal and serious injury crashes can be used to calculate benefits 
• Minimum project cost of $250,000 
• Most recent 5 years of crash data must be used 
• Project must address emphasis area(s) in the state SHSP 

 
In 2017, ADOT issued a statewide request for HSIP projects, with approximately $22 million in funding 
for fiscal years 2019 and 2020. A list of potential WACOG HSIP project locations was developed based 
on corridors with the highest number of fatal crashes, with the number of serious injury crashes as 
the secondary factor; this was based on ADOT’s HSIP process which uses only fatal and serious injury 
crashes in determining the benefit/cost (B/C) ratio, which is the value used in determining HSIP 
eligibility. The most recent five years of crash data (2011-2015) was utilized in this analysis.  ADOT 
facilities were excluded from the selection process. Table 8 identifies the list of potential HSIP 
projects provided to the WACOG TAC. The region decided to support the projects highlighted in 
yellow; HSIP applications were developed and submitted to ADOT. ADOT funded all four of these HSIP 
projects, which included $3,471,000 in FY19-20 design and construction funding. 
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Table 8: WACOG 2017 Potential HSIP Projects 

Name Serious Fatal B/C Estimate 
Airway Ave (Stockton Hill Rd to Cypress St) 6 1 6.6 
Andy Devine/Route 66 (Michael St to 1st St) 9 1 7.5 
Boundary Cone Rd (SR 95 to just east of Oatman Hwy) 5 2 10.9 
Bullhead Parkway 7 2 11.5 
Courtwright Rd and County Route 1 (Dike Rd to Oatman Hwy) 3 2 10.3 
Diamond Bar Rd (Pierce Ferry Rd to 2mi w of HR w boundary) 2 1 5.3 
Ehrenburg-Parker-Mohave Rd on the CRIR (I-10 to SR 95) 2 5 23.9 
Gordon Dr (Stockton Hill Rd to Irving St) 2 1 5.3 
Harquahala Rd (Salome Rd to about 5 mi south of Salome Rd) 0 2 9.3 
Marina Blvd (Lakeside Dr to SR 95) 2 1 5.3 
Northern Ave (Stockton Hills Rd to Castle Rock Rd) 4 2 10.6 
Pierce Ferry Rd (Ocotillo Rd to Diamond Bar Rd) 3 2 10.3 
Stockton Hill Rd (Cactus Wren Rd to Vock Canyon Ave) 2 1 5.3 
Stockton Hill Rd (Detroit Ave to Airway Ave) 10 2 12.5 
Stockton Hill Rd (Pierce Ferry Rd to 15 Miles South of Pierce Ferry Rd) 1 1 4.9 

 
In 2018, ADOT issued another request for HSIP projects, with approximately $55 million in funding for 
fiscal years 2021 and 2022. A new list of potential HSIP project locations was developed using the 
latest available crash data (2012-2016). Table 9 identifies the list of potential HSIP projects, with 
those selected for HSIP applications by the WACOG TAC highlighted in yellow. 
 

Table 9: WACOG 2018 Potential HSIP Project Ranking by B/C Ratio 

Name Length 
Miles 

Fatal Serious 
Injury 

B/C 

Silver Creek Rd 1.65 1 2 28.7 
Bullhead Pkwy 1.2 2 2 25.5 
Northern Ave 3.25 2 6 19.7 
SR 95 (Quartzsite) 1.59 1 3 14.2 
Harquahala Rd 4.46 2 0 10.3 
Beale St 2.2 0 9 9.3 
Boundary Cone Rd 1.55 2 0 6.3 
Oatman Hwy 2 4.98 1 3 5.6 
Airway Ave 2.06 1 5 4.9 
Oatman Hwy 2.93 1 3 4.5 
SR 95 (Bullhead City) 1.44 0 4 4.3 
Stockton Hill Rd (North) 10.31 2 2 4.0 
Stockton Hill Rd 5.4 2 23 3.0 
Hancock Rd 1.12 0 4 1.6 
Pierce Ferry Rd 4.89 2 2 1.4 
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Discussions with the City of Kingman and the Hualapai Tribe identified the following additional 
projects that were submitted for HSIP funding eligibility: 
 

• Multiple streets in Kingman (combined application):  
o Beale Street from Grandview to 10th Street 
o Stockton Hill Rd, Airway to Jagerson 
o Hualapai Mountain Road, Virginia Ave to east of Seneca 
o Airway Ave, Western to Yavapai 
o Gordon Dr, Shadow to Bank 
o Beverly Ave, Fairfax to Western 

• Hualapai Tribe: Diamond Bar Road 
 
In July 2018, ADOT announced FY 22-23 project awards, with all six submitted projects from WACOG 
being funded for $3,835,000 in design and construction. 
 
ADOT plans to issue another request for HSIP applications in early 2019, with approximately $70 
million in funding for fiscal years 2023 and 2024. It is highly recommended that WACOG (in-house or 
with consultant assistance): 

• update its crash data in late 2018 to include the 2017 crashes and analyze updated data to 
identify high priority locations for potential project proposals 

• develop HSIP applications for high priority locations 
 

Implementing an Effective SHSP 
An effective strategic transportation safety plan is feasible, living, and regularly updated and 
embraced by safety stakeholders. Figure 37 highlights FHWA’s eight elements of a SHSP 
Implementation Process Model. 
 

Figure 37: SHSP Implementation Process Model, FHWA 
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These elements and the following components are key factors in the Implementation Plan: 
• Document measurable objectives and performance measures for each emphasis area 
• Determine the data requirements for each performance measure 
• Identify the required resources and action steps for implementing each countermeasure 
• Identify a process to track countermeasure and action step implementation 
• Integrate the SHSP with other transportation safety plans 
• Market SHSP through branding, news events, websites, and newsletters 
• Track regularly the extent to which emphasis area strategies are being implemented 

Recommendations to implement, evaluate, and update the SHSP and to encourage stakeholder 
participation in implementing the plan include: 

• Develop HSIP applications based on the review of updated crash data, and review the 
applications during the March TAC meeting 

• Invite law enforcement to participate in a TAC meeting to discuss safety issues and any new 
crash patterns, especially fatal crashes 

• Keep key advocacy groups involved by inviting them to participate in safety meetings and TAC 
meetings 

• Develop a Regional Traffic Safety Conference to promote traffic safety for all stakeholders 
• Update the STSP on a regular cycle (e.g., every 3 to 5 years) 
• Update crash data annually 
• Update intersection and segment crash analysis annually to determine high priority locations 
• Collect traffic volumes to generate updated crash rates and performance measures 
• Include safety recommendations and projects in regional and local agency transportation 

plans  
• Utilize the ADOT RSA Program to address high risk locations 
• Identify, apply for and construct awarded prioritized HSIP projects 

 
Updated crash data for the previous year is typically made available by ADOT in June (e.g., crash data 
for all of 2017 should be available in June 2018 for updating regional crash data). Ideally, WACOG or 
one of its member agencies would maintain a regional crash database and update it annually. If local 
resources are not available for this task, consideration should be given to using consultant expertise 
to annually update the crash data and conduct crash analysis to identify any new trends in crash 
patterns and to identify potential safety projects. WACOG is coordinating with Lake Havasu MPO to 
commit resources to this annual crash data update.  If funding sources are not available, the WACOG 
TAC should strongly support WACOG utilizing/programming STBG/STP funds as necessary to update 
the crash data analysis tools. 
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Safety Targets 
ADOT has established the following 2018 safety targets to address the five performance measures 
required by FHWA: 

• Number of Fatalities: Maximum of 4% Increase Allowed 
• Rate of Fatalities: Maximum of 2% Increase Allowed 
• Number of Serious Injuries: 0% Increase 
• Rate of Serious Injuries: 1% Decrease 
• Number of Non-motorized Fatalities and Serious Injuries: Maximum of 2% Increase Allowed 

 
Some of these targets show an increase in crashes because the 5-year average is trending upward – 
while the overall goal is to reduce crashes, ADOT has established yearly targets based on the current 
upward or downward trend in crashes. These targets will be reset each year based on the 5-year 
rolling average of crashes.  
WACOG will utilize annually updated crash data to determine if the region is meeting, exceeding or 
falling short of the ADOT safety targets. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Public Involvement Plan 
Appendix B: Intersection Ranking Tables 
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Appendix A: Public Involvement Plan 

• Attachment A: Social Pinpoint Report 
• Attachment B: Online Safety Survey Flyers and Questions 
• Attachment C: Quartzsite Public Meeting 
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Overview 
A public outreach program was conducted December 2016 through May 2017 to support the data 
collection phase for the WACOG MPO Strategic Transportation Safety Plan (STSP) and help better 
understand the locations where community members feel unsafe traveling on local roadways in the region, 
the unsafe behaviors residents are observing on roadways and factors they perceive are causing crashes, as 
well as what they believe is most important in reducing crashes. This input will be used to help identify 
action areas the community should focus on to improve transportation safety. 
 
A total of 309 community members participated in outreach activities, which included: 
 

• An online safety survey (228 participants)  
• Five public meetings (81 participants) 

 

Online Survey 
An online survey of community members in the WACOG region was conducted to better understand the 
unsafe behaviors observed on roadways, perceived unsafe locations to travel in the area by various modes. 
The survey was conducted between December 2016 and May 2017. A total of 228 survey responses were 
received. Survey responses are summarized in this report.  
 
Perception of Safety Traveling on Regional Roads 
Resident generally feel safe traveling in the region, with 78% indicating they feel safe or very safe doing so, 
and 22% indicating they feel unsafe or very unsafe. Residents believe the streets are relatively safe for 
drivers, with 82% of respondents indicating they believe the roads are safe or very safe. However, residents 
don’t believe roads are safe for more vulnerable users, including bicyclists (68% unsafe/very unsafe), 
elderly or the disabled (60% unsafe/very unsafe), and pedestrians (51% unsafe/very unsafe). Residents feel 
motorcyclists are slightly less safe (54% said they are unsafe/very unsafe and 46% said they are safe/very 
safe). 
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Figure 1. Perception of Safety in Region 

 
Figure 2. Perception of Safety by User Type 

 
Unsafe Behaviors Observed 
Residents indicated they observe the following unsafe behaviors most frequently. 
 

• Speeding (74% often and 25% occasionally observed) 
• Texting or talking on cell phone (70% often and 29% occasionally observed) 
• Tailgating (58% often and 38% occasionally observed) 
• Not stopping completely at stop signs (54% often and 45% occasionally observed) 
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Figure 3. Unsafe Behaviors Observed 

 
One-quarter of the respondents stated they have never seen anyone driving drunk, running a red light or 
not wearing a seatbelt. This may indicate that previous safety campaigns focused on these areas may be 
resulting in these behaviors being observed less. 
 
Other Unsafe Behaviors Observed 
The following are the other unsafe behaviors residents identified in the survey. 

• Going through red 2 or 3 vehicles following to close.  
• Speed limits OFTEN below the 80 percentile traffic engineering standards. 
• Exit 17 off I-10, Traffic lights do not change for motorcycles. 
• Not using turn lanes properly 
• Stopping along road 
• US 95 
• High speed in residential areas 
• Stopping along the road 
• Over-serving at bars. ex 17 unsafe to cross, walk, bike, it is barely wide enough for 2 semi-trucks to 

pass and big rigs can hardly make the turn from the ramp to the bridge. 
• Not pulling to the right for emergency vehicles. 
• Please get the bicycles/motorized bikes off the sidewalks 
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• My observations are caused mainly by the bad driving habits of the drivers. 
• Seems red lights +count to 3 and you can go. Large trucks usually are the ones running red lights 

long after they are red. 
• Changing lane erratically. 
• Speeding even by police and passing illegally on double yellow 
• Highway 72 is the worst for most of these, along with oversized loads with no shoulder area to get 

off on. 
• slower cars staying in the left lane because they see a truck up ahead in the right lane. Speeding. 
• Infants not wearing seatbelts or not wearing correctly 
• Comment: no "rarely" button 
• People driving too slow in the fast lane. 
• cutting across lane while turning 
• I can't really tell if someone is or isn't wearing a seat belt 
• Diving across 6 lanes of traffic to make their exit. 
• Passing on the right-hand side on a highway.  Too slow in the fast lane of a limited access road. 
• Failure to stay to the right on multilane roads and other traffic obstructions seen very often. 
• Weaving in and out of traffic. 
• Sleeping at the wheel 
• following too closely behind motorcycles 

 
Primary Cause of Crashes 
Respondents indicated the following factors are the most common cause of crashes in the region.  

• Not paying attention and being in a hurry 
• Head on and "T-bone" car crashes, often by drunk drivers. 
• Tailgating and distracted drivers  
• Neglectful Driver's 
• Talking/texting while driving. Drunk/drug driving. Speed. Anger. Inattentive. 
• Drinking 
• Inattentive driving  
• Congestion 
• Tired and distracted. 
• Phone: texting people, following too close, groups traveling together. inattentive. speeding. Elderly 

hard of hearing. inattentive just sightseeing. new to area and in a hurry.  
• speeding and unsafe shoulders 
• Cell phone and speed.  
• I would say speeding second, not paying full attention.  
• Inattention  
• Speeding  
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• Texting / cell ph. usage  
• Elderly too old to drive. Poor reaction time. Young people using cell phones while driving distracted.  
• Rushing 
• Not paying attention, in too big of a hurry. 
• Elderly too old to drive! 
• inattentive drivers.  
• People on prescription drugs or always in a hurry. 
• Inattentive  
• Not Keeping attention on road. Turning head to talk to passengers.  
• Distracted drivers. 

Not enough crossing areas for pedestrians.  
• Speed.  Foreign travelers hurried and not paying attention or not understanding traffic laws. Speed. 
• Inattentive drivers 
• Not paying attention while driving 
• DUI and Reckless driving 
• elderly 
• speeding 
• Inattentive driving and reckless driving. 
• Failure to control vehicle 
• speed 
• Fails to yield right of way. 
• Distracted drivers. 
• Age and not paying attention. 
• Commercial trucks accessing Main Street, pedestrians not using crosswalks, snowbirds not paying 

attention.  
• Pedestrians not using crosswalks, commercial trucks access to Main Street. 
• Not checking tires before traveling, not paying attention. 
• Speeding, distractions. 
• Distracted drivers, unfamiliarity with the area, lack of signage, unlighted intersections.  
• At signal lights, signals are too long, or you are all alone at the intersection and a red light. 
• Distracted-inattentive, lack of knowledge of traffic rules, lack of experience. 
• We need more patrolling. Too many fast driving. 
• Inattentive 
• Don't know 
• Distractions 
• Hurrying (speeders) 
• Carelessness 
• Distracted, hurried. 
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• A lot of elderly drivers in the area, slow reflexes. 
• Lack of patrolling long stretches of highway such as US95 from Quartzsite to Parker. People pass in 

unsafe manners and cause accidents. 
• Inattentive. 
• Speed, alertness. 
• The elderly is very distracted, not very attentive to their surroundings and are slow to react.  
• Elderly drivers 
• Speed, following too close, cell phone use. 
• Inattentive drivers 
• Hurried or distracted driving travelers/out-of-towners, poor visibility of pavement markings. 
• Reckless and inattentive driving. 
• US95-endless, unregulated turn lane. Little or no buffer for pedestrians/bicycles. Need more 

east/west connectivity US95 to Bullhead City.  
• People not knowing how to drive or following motorist laws. Very aggressive drivers throughout 

Bullhead, Fort Mohave, and Mohave Valley.   
• Speed, snowbirds 
• Driver error 
• Inattentive drivers and pedestrians............. 
• Lots of aged folks. People often seem impatient. 
• People not paying attention and not following the flow of traffic 
• Distracted drivers. 
• People driving distracted and at an unsafe speed. 
• People seem to be in a hurry and they are less attentive than they should be. 
• Old people who shouldn't be driving are involved in a lot of crashes. 
• Hurried or distracted driving, Travelers/ out of towners, poor visibility and pavement markings  
• inattentive drivers  
• Speed, following to close, cell phone use.  
• reckless and inattentive driving. 
• US-95 - endless; unregulated turn lane. 
• Little of no buffer for pedestrian, bicycles, need more eat and west connectivity. US95 to Bullhead 

Parkway.  
• people not knowing how to drive or following motorist laws. Very aggressive drivers throughout 

Bullhead, Fort Mohave, and Mohave Valley.  
• Speed and snowbirds  
• Driver Error  
• High speeds, impatient drivers and inattention. I observe great impatience and unsafe driving by 

local traffic during the winter visitor season. Combined with the heavy commercial truck traffic on 
our predominately two-lane roads in La Paz County, it's a disaster waiting to happen. 
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• not looking ahead 
• Drunk, Drowsy and /or Distracted drivers 
• distracted drivers, drunk/drugs, inconsiderate of others, over serving at bars, lack of law 

enforcement and courts to lenient, roads in disrepair. 
• Many distracted drivers not paying attention to roadways. Many streets are dimly lit with improper 

lighting.   
• not being patient 
• In-attention 
• Inattention and speeding 
• Distracted on phone texting 
• Speed 
• Speed and failure to yield.  
• Inattention and volume of drivers during the season. 
• Bad driving habits.  
• Distracted drivers and SPEEDING! 
• Phone use and not fully stopping at stop signs. 
• Too many people roll up to and right past stop signs. 
• Drug/alcohol impairment + speed 
• People in a hurry not allowing for people trying to find out where they should go. People are 

impatient, and they cause them. 
• Dangerous road conditions. Dangerous drivers that speeds and don't pay attention to others.  
• Speed and Inattention. 
• Distractions--cell phones mainly. 
• Inattention 
• Lack of signals, inattention 
• Speed and passing 
• inattention 
• cell phones 
• Driving under the speed limit and trying to look at what is for sale at the roadside vendors at the 

same time  
• Falling asleep while driving and texting 
• Drivers driving too fast. Drivers driving to slow 
• Distracted driving  
• Elderly drivers in big vehicles and intoxicated people  
• Not paying attention, speeding, blind spots  
• Speeding and drunk drivers 
• Sleeping, cell telephone, 
• Speeding 
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• speed. 
• Speeding  
• Drivers aren't paying attention not looking both ways before they proceed from a stop sign onto a 

busy street.  
• Fatigued driving, mental/cognition illnesses (i.e., dementia), inattentiveness, failure to abide by and 

understand traffic laws.  
• Speed, distractions 
• People not paying attention 
• Speed, Distraction, Roadway conditions, Inadequate driver training in case of emergencies.   
• inattention/drunk and or drug driving 
• Inattentive drivers and pedestrians. 
• Drivers who do not pay attention 
• Medical incapacity, emotional distress, or unnecessary distraction while behind the wheel. If you 

are not at your best or too busy at that moment, you should refrain from driving - simple. 
• Not paying attention to their surroundings, distractions, following too closely, texting and talking on 

a handheld device driving faster than traffic around them will allow 
• Elderly people.  There are many that hit the gas instead of the brake? They cannot see very well, 

and they drive so slowly they can cause an accident. 
• High speed and crowding on HWY 95. 
• Speeding and inattentiveness 
• Following too closely & impatient/hurried drivers 
• Distractions. 
• Weather. 
• Many accidents because of hurried and inattention. 
• Speed and distractions. 
• Distraction. 
• Speeding. Drivers unfamiliar with area looking around/stopping to take photos. 
• Distracted drivers, speed, unmarked or divided roads. 
• Dangerous high traffic/high speed intersection -- especially at AZ 389 and Arizona Ave. 
• Hurried and distracted drivers. 
• Speed, distractions. 
• Fatigue, young drivers and distracted (cell phones, etc.) 
• Weather, distracted, careless, hurried. 
• Distracted drivers, under-aged drivers. 
• Underage drivers, speed. 
• Distracted driving, speeding, inattentive. 
• Inattention at intersections. 
• Distracted, hurried, and complacent drivers. 
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• DUI, drowsy driving, distracted driving, inexperienced drivers. 
• Inexperience with distractions and speed. 
• Not paying attention 
• Inattention 
• Speed and being too close  
• people are stupid 
• Drunk/sleepy/distracted drivers 
• traffic lights where you can turn left with or without the arrow. Being in a hurry. 
• Not paying attention to the road. Driving too fast. Elderly 
• Speed or slow drivers clogging traffic, illegal passing, not paying attention 
• No turn lanes on the Highway, and the occasional stupid young driver.  
• Speed 
• Speeding and reckless driving- on the highway. Not so much in the community  
• Narrow roads, reckless driving  
• Illegal passing.  
• impatience 
• Inattention 
• inattention 
• Hurried actions (trying to turn or go through yellow lights, left turns when the gap is too small, etc.) 

and inattentive driving for many different reasons 
• People are in a rush to be the "first person there” No consideration for others. 
• Inclement weather, excessive speed 
• Inattentive drivers, texting or intoxication 
• Lack of sleep, alcohol, distracted drivers. 
• The "Me" syndrome, nobody else on the road counts. 
• Congestion/ sheer volume of traffic and preponderance of 4-way intersections. 
• Improper left turns into oncoming traffic, rear-end collisions due to tailgating, failure to yield right 

of way, such as turning right on red despite cross traffic. On interstate highways, improper lane 
usage... driving slowly in left, forcing passing on the right.  

• Distracted drivers. 
• Excessive speed, failure to understand traffic laws especially the right-hand rule and first to the 

intersection.  Also, some other states do not allow right-hand turns on red.  In states that do they 
get confused because some of our streets do not allow turns on red.  Also, some streets do not 
allow "U" turns and other do.   

• under the influences of drugs and/or alcohol 
• Inattention 
• Poor traffic flow and narrow lanes/streets. 
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• Tourist that do not understand AZ rules.  Too many people trying to multitask while they are driving: 
texting, talking, eating, etc. 

• Distracted driving. 
• drugs 
• Speed and inattention. 
• Impatient drivers due to commercial truck traffic slowing them. 
• Intoxication and/or distraction 
• Speed 
• Driver experience young and senior adults.  
• Roads not properly maintained, (potholes) leading to swerving vehicles and crashes.  Lack of 

alternative routes to and from business/work areas leading to funneled traffic.  
• distraction, under the influence 
• People not paying attention, distracted driving, or speeding. 
• speed 
• distracted driving 
• Inattentive or distracted driving. Drivers are not aware of their surroundings or looking far enough 

ahead.  
• People are careless, hurried, not paying attention. 
• Speed limits are not enforced, basic traffic laws (stop signs, turn signals, lane changing, passing) are 

not enforced, pedestrians and bicyclists are considered a nuisance and not given proper space--
whether they are following the proper protocol/laws crosswalks/bike lanes/multi-use paths/sharing 
the lane, INTOXICATED DRIVING 

• cell phones and speeding 
• Speed  

 
What Needs to Be Changed to Make It Safer? 
Following are the responses provided on how to make the roads safer. 

• More patrols please if possible 
• Hwy 95 needs a center divider the entire length from Bullhead City to Needles with left turn lanes, 

to separate drives from oncoming traffic and collisions.  There needs to be traffic lights at STERLING 
and CORWIN.  Traffic moves an average of 55 and there is no place to safely make left turns onto or 
off the highway onto side streets.  

• Changes in speed limits on some streets and more tickets for tailgating and texting drivers  
• More troopers and sidewalks  
• Roads are unsafe, physically. Drivers become angry when only having two lanes and 

slow/inattentive/preoccupied drivers not paying attention. Would like to see the roads fixed and 
move visible law enforcement. 

• Time the lights so they are not always RED - will decrease frustration on the road 
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• roads need to be maintained better 
• Speed limit through Bullhead City needs to be reduced from 45 MPH.  We also need more "right 

turn lanes" to help ease congestion by getting them off Hwy 95 as quickly as possible and not sit in 
traffic waiting to turn.  Our traffic lights more periodic attention.  It seems we now sit a traffic lights 
(i.e., Hwy 95 at Riverview) for long periods when there is no eastbound or westbound movement.  
We desperately need a traffic light at Hwy 95 and Corwin. 

• Well I work public safety in east county and I’m mostly on the highways and a lot has already been 
done locally. 93 south has been extremely improved from how it used to be. I think they stricter 
enforcement would help though. 

• Slow the speed on highway 95 to 25. At Tyson street across to Kofa Ave on the south side- check the 
bridges over the washes- need repairs. Repair freeway rod where trucks have dug potholes and 
bridge repairs.  

• repair the shoulders and stripe the roads and sign and slow traffic down in some areas 
• Speed limit needs to be enforced. 
• Ticketing speeders on 95 between control and main traffic light and on the way to parker, also from 

quartzite to Blyth. both truckers and smaller vehicles are speeding.  
• Speed limit signs need to be posted more often on highways. Example speed limit changes from 

55MPH to 65MPH - this causes dangerous passing situations for those who know the speed limit is 
65MPH.   

• Lower and enforce speed limit 
• Move the post office so parking lot be safer.  
• Better visibilities at corners - street intersection.  
• Older drivers need to keep their eyes on the road and when it says 55MPH it means it. 
• Banning cell phone and lower speed limits.  
• More law enforcement, presence, enforcement. More signage, with lighted warning devices and 

signs. 
• better infrastructure 
• All citations should require an online safe driving course 
• Enforcement 
• Retest at 5-year intervals after 65 
• more signs that display the speed limit and your traveling speed. 
• Police need to do a better job of patrolling and enforcing speed limits. 
• Build better roads: wider, smoother, more lanes, more law enforcement oversight.  We live in rural, 

remote areas and people are in a hurry to cover large distances quickly. 
• enforcement 
• Better public education, correct speed limits, more enforcement dedicated to distracted driving. 

Keep automated traffic enforcement out! 
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• More crosswalks throughout town, especially on Main and Central. Stoplight on exit 17 to allow 
better traffic flow onto bridge. More policy presence on I-10 and locally.  

• More crosswalks, lighted street corners. 
• Better signage, better intersection lighting, enforcement of cell phone use.  
• More lighting of streets, adding more stop signs at busy intersections such as Main Street and Moon 

Mountain. 
• Education 
• Need to drive a safe speed. 
• Education 
• Keep motorized vehicles off the sidewalk and bikes. 
• Slow Down. 
• More lights and sidewalks, better street, better markings. 
• Need more lights. 
• Wider shoulders for bikers. Clear obstructions away from stop signs, can't see past bushes signs, etc. 
• More policy, sheriff, etc. patrolling the areas that people believe they can drive how they want with 

no consequence. (Long stretches such as US95). 
• Ticket slow drivers. 
• Less elderly people on the roads in town. On the interstate, maybe some billboards reminding 

people how fatal this stretch of road is. Maybe hefty penalties for distracted drivers. 
• Hand out more speeding tickets and distracted driver tickets. Send drivers to more education 

classes. Take away (suspend) licenses of major offenders.  
• Crosswalks need to be marked better. 
• More east/west roads US95 to Bullhead Pkwy to reduce traffic or portions of US95. The endless 

center turn lane is a true hazard.  
• Additional traffic control measures, more strict enforcement of roadways. 
• The stop lights need to last longer for pedestrians to get through the intersections. 
• More patrol. Additional signage.  
• Stricter enforcement on people driving too slowly 
• More traffic signals and better crosswalk lighting. 
• Adjustable (digital) Speed limit signs. 
• ADOT should be a better partner with the city. They should seek and respect City input when 

making changes to traffic controls. Their costs should be reasonable. They should be more 
responsive. 

• Crosswalks need to be marked better. Obstructions at the intersection need to be removed.  
• hand out more speeding tickets to distracted drivers (cell phone) tickets. send drivers to more 

education classes. take away suspended licenses from major offenders.  
• More east/west roads US95 to Bullhead Parkway to reduce traffic on portions of US95, the endless 

center turn lane is a true hazard.  
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• Additional traffic control measures. More strict enforcement of roadways.  
• the stop lights need to last longer for pedestrians to get through the intersection.  
• Law enforcement needs to be more visible on the roadways in La Paz County. Passing lanes should 

be implemented on Highway 72 at several locations along the route between Hwy 95 junction and 
Hwy 60 at Hope junction, as well as along Hwy 95 between Parker and 12-mile junction 

• Tougher Penalties for repeat offenders and more education programs in schools. 
• more officers on the street and the court harder on violations, if drunk or impaired mandatory jail 

with therapy. if a repeat offender driving privilege taken away for 1 to 10 years in az. even if it is an 
out of state driver. 

• Add more lighting ins busy areas; more walking paths and sidewalks for pedestrians and bicyclists.  
• enforcement of the rules we have. 
• Better ped. crossing markings 
• More uniformed / marked police presence as a deterrent.  
• Police/courts must enforce the existing laws 
• enforcement of existing laws 
• It's already safer than most places.  
• Keep doing what you are doing. You have great officers and are making great improvements. 
• If minor traffic violations were ticketed and Quartzsite were known as a high risk of getting a ticket, 

then accident rates will go down. 
• I'm not sure.... it seems like people only care about themselves these days. I do like the idea of 

moveable customizable signs in problem areas, smaller versions of what you see on the freeways?? 
• Continual campaign on proper phone usage in a vehicle 
• Since you can't just reach out and thump stupid drivers on the head...clearer and brighter street 

markings (stop ahead-prepare to stop) and larger stop signs. A police presence really does the trick 
too! 

• Unsure 
• How about a few ads reminding people to have a little patience for visitors so we all have a pleasant 

experience? 
• Repair all roads. And put up traffic signals where they are needed most. 
• More speed enforcement. 
• Do away with ALL panhandling!!!! 
• I don't know 
• See above 
• Strict enforcement 
• enforce/enact no=cell phone law 
• More patrol  
• Drivers need to be aware 
• More officers out. Most sign on then sit on their asses at home  
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• Highway 72 needs shoulders or areas to pull off on, along with highway 95 soft shoulders should be 
identified and more areas need to be looked at if it is safe to pass for all types of vehicles  

• More police 
• people themselves for the most part. 
• more cops. saturation patrols. 
• More passing lanes and bicycle paths 
• More traffic enforcement capabilities. i.e., police traffic enforcement officers. Perhaps allowing 

ADOT ECD Sworn officers to commit to overtime traffic enforcement to ease the burden on hiring, 
training and equipment to new officers given the tight financial budget issues in certain 
jurisdictions. Or, if there are sufficient ADOT ECD officers on-duty, allow them to allot some of their 
normal work-shift to commit to local traffic enforcement in rural jurisdictions.  

• Use turn signals, pay attention to the road, obey traffic rules 
• Public Education.  
• If we made a concerted effort to train drivers not to drive while sleepy, how to control vehicles in 

case of emergencies such as tire blow out or debris in roads we could reduce accidents by more 
than half. 

• Distraction. 
• Once again public education Put the phones down while driving.  
• more street lights throughout the town  
• Add a barrier so a left turn cannot be made on Airway into Cracker Barrel. 
• A greater police presence has the effect of slowing people down, as a result, they drive safer and 

pay closer attention. All pedestrians should use crosswalks, all crosswalks should have identifying 
systems, to assist persons with mobility aids to feel safer thus being more independent. Crosswalks 
should be designed to assist the sight challenged as well.  

• Education (and bicycle lanes). I took driver's training classes for a couple of speeding tickets years 
ago. (There's nowhere I can even drive fast around here. (-:) The classes were awesome, and I still 
remember a few of the useful pointers. I can't say how, but the answer is more awareness / 
education. 

• A change in driving culture.  
• Make people 75+ take a driving test to make sure their reactions are good enough. 
• Creating and maintaining cycling lanes 
• additional highway finishes the bridge, bypasses of some sort, increased patrol.  
• More police presence on Highway 95 and better traffic flow 
• Education, PSAs, advertisements 
• Better roads, more sidewalks, less distracted driver. 
• Funding to improve infrastructure. Public involvement/education in safe, responsible driving. 
• Drivers need to be more courteous and pay better attention to others on the streets. 
• Education. 
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• Improve roadway surfaces. Extreme number of potholes, etc. 
• Better sidewalks and crossings. 
• Addition of left-hand/right-hand turn lanes and deceleration/acceleration lanes. AZ389 @ Arizona 

Ave. AZ 389 @ UT state line. 
• More motorist training and police monitoring. 
• Education for distracted driving, more law presence. 
• More turn lanes on SR 89. 
• More focus on driving. 
• Road safety. 
• Public education, law enforcement, truck lanes, acceleration lanes, deceleration lanes, turn lanes. 
• Road improvements, safety signage, paint striping, sidewalks, etc. 
• Improved roads, signage. 
• Better/more signage. LE presence. Public education. 
• Public education 
• Reality checks and awareness for drivers. People don't seem to "get it" and they think they will be 

fine carrying a child on their lap or driving 15 etc. They haven't seen enough and heard enough of 
the real things that can happen. 

• People need to be more considerate of those around them. 
• IQ testing for drivers 
• Make it illegal to eat, drink and use cell phones while driving. 
• Left turns should be made with Arrow in the busy sections of town. 
• Elderly being checked/tested more often. During the busy morning or after 5pm drives elderly 

seems scared to drive and are a danger 
• More law enforcement, more street signs especially in a school zone, crosswalk lines painted at 

every intersection 
• Add turn lanes along the Highway when in the town limits.  
• Wider roads 
• The highway needs to be patrolled around the clock. The highway needs two lanes both directions 

and a shoulder. 
• Wider roads  
• More passing lanes, or better turn-offs.  
• Enhance pedestrian facilities 
• limits on cell phone use 
• Improve traffic congestion in key areas, improve internal circulation between business, reduce 

driveways on major roads which would reduce conflicting turning movements, better road surfaces 
(maintenance) and striping for vehicles as well as bike/ped, detached sidewalks, improved ramps 
and driveways for ADA access 

• Increased roadway capacity and enforcement of regulations. 
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• More passing lanes on uphill grades, wider shoulders, more turn lanes (even where dirt roads 
intersect the highways) 

• Improve the pavement conditions, use MUTCD approved signage 
• Enforcement 
• See police on the roads............ 
• Use the 85th percentile rule to establish speed limits.  Longer yellow lights.  At busy intersections, 

short "four-way all red" light policy. 
• Enforce use of turn signals and proper lane usage. Notice and detain inattentive drivers. Ban cell 

phone use while driving unless using hands-free connection. Texting should result in major fines. 
Enforce anti-tail-gating. 

• Valid speed limits determined with an actual unbiased traffic survey. Traffic re-engineering at 
intersections with higher accident rates instead of red light cameras. In general, focus on the true 
heart of the traffic problem instead of automated or human enforcement. 

• Refresher "rules of the road" training.  
• lack of police visibility on the streets  
• 1. lower speed limits on Hwy 95 through Bullhead City   2. More right-hand turn lanes on Hwy 95 to 

get more people off the road as quickly as possible.  3. Better synchronization  
• Remove signal switches and add left turn flashing yellow on 95.  We make large amounts of traffic 

stop on 95 for one car that pulls up, and make left turns wait even when oncoming traffic is clear.  
Smooth steady flow on 95 would solve most of our problem.  2. Residential streets are narrow and 
winding.  Widen them and add curb/gutter. 

• Education the tourist (snowbirds) about the AZ rules, crack down on people texting and driving. 
• Better pavement reflective markers. Requiring hands-free phones.  
• stricter enforcement of drug laws 
• More traffic lights and more traffic police patrols. 
• Highway 72 should be made into a divided 4 lane highway due to the large amount of commercial 

trucking. 
• Community education - accessibility for pedestrians and bicyclists.  
• More traffic enforcement 
• More thought out road system...sync lights, fix potholes correct, and use alternatives in high 

congestion areas such as roundabouts or longer turn lanes.  Stop funning traffic into one lane to 
accommodate a turn lane (I.E. I-40 on-ramp by County building).  Better pedestrian/bicycle paths, 
sidewalks on city streets would be a great start...not just the main streets, make it safer for 
pedestrians on side streets so they won’t be in the middle of the road.  Not enough room on the 
road to accommodate both bikes and cars...very dangerous as many drivers do not understand 
biking laws, many bikes use the limited available sidewalks so as not to get hit...now pedestrians are 
in danger.   Kingman's road design is not efficient for the growing population and high pass-through 
tourist traffic.  
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• Roundabouts throughout the region, Improved Access Management @ SR 93/40, Speed reductions 
along SR 95 in Bullhead/Mohave Valley & Lake Havasu approaching city boundaries, Controlled Left 
Turns @ Signalized & Un-signalized Intersections, Complete Streets, Motorcycle Helmet Laws, 
Regional RSA's (Road Safety Audits) on a frequent basis, 

• Educate the people on how poor or aggressive driving habits affect others. 
• I am not sure how you can make people pay attention to driving and not everything else. 
• Mandatory defensive driving course (online or by mail) for driver's license renewal.  
• Better enforcement and community education (especially about sharing the road with bicyclists and 

pedestrians--cars don't have the right of way!) 
• outlaw the use of cell phones and have the police do their job and write some tickets 
• Don't know 

 
Description of Drivers in Community 
Residents were asked to select which words best described their fellow drivers in the WACOG region. They 
reported drivers are typically distracted, inattentive and hurried. 

Figure 4. Description of Local Drivers 

 
 
Attitudes Towards Others 
Most participants (40%) felt residents care about the safety of all road users but 26% felt residents don’t 
care about safety while 23% felt people cared about the safety of drivers but not pedestrians, bicyclists and 
elderly. 

Safe, 19%

Distracted, 65%

Frustrated, 26%

Angry, 16%Inattentive, 56%

Hurried, 60%

Intoxicated, 7%

No different than 
anywhere else, 

23%
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Figure 5. Community Attitudes Toward Road Users 

 
 
Respondent Demographics 
Survey respondents were generally older residents, with 44% 45-64 years old, and 30% 65 or older. Sixty 
percent were male and 89% stated they replied to the survey as a motorist. 

Figure 6. Respondent Age 
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23%
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We care about the safety of all road users

We care about the safety of drivers, but
vulnerable road users are left out

We particularly care about the safety of
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safety.
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Figure 7. Respondent Gender 

 
Figure 8. Primary Focus 

 
 
Other types of respondents: 

• Government Official 
• concerned tribal government employee. 
• Emergency responder 
• City Employee. 
• Driver 
• Driver  
• First Responder 
• Full-time resident 
• Fire Department Officer 
• town employee 
• law enforcement 
• City Worker 

• Maintenance worker 
• motorist and long-time motorcyclist 
• public official 
• Public safety official.

Male, 60%

Female, 40%

Motorist, 89%

Bicyclist, 1%

Pedestrian, 2%

Other , 8%
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Mapping of Unsafe Locations to Drive, Bicycle, or Walk 
At the end of the survey, respondents were able to link to an online map of the WACOG region and 
identify specific locations on the map where they currently feel unsafe driving, walking, or riding a 
bicycle, along with a comment for each location. A total of 160 unsafe locations were identified; 43 
unsafe for pedestrians, 119 unsafe for drivers and 6 unsafe for bicyclists. A listing of individual 
comments is included in the report Appendix. 
 

Public Meetings Overview 
Five public meetings were held in February and March 2017.  The purpose of the meetings was to 
share information about the purpose of the Strategic Transportation Safety Plan and regional crash 
data and seek the community’s input on the locations they feel unsafe traveling in the WACOG region 
and their priorities for reducing crashes. After a presentation, residents were asked to complete a 
survey. Results are included in the online survey section of this report. 
 
Eighty-one (81) people attended the meetings. Each meeting was held from 5:30-6:30 p.m. Locations, 
dates and attendance of each meeting are listed below. 

1. February 6, 2017: Colorado City – 33 attendees 
2. March 20, 2017: Bullhead City – 12 attendees 
3. March 21, 2017: Kingman – 9 attendees 
4. March 28, 2017: Parker – 12 attendees 
5. March 29, 2017: Quartzsite – 15 attendees 
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Attachment A: Social Pinpoint Report 



Comment received from: December 25, 2016 – May 22, 2017 

Comments received: 168  

Comment Types: 

  

Word Cloud: 

    

Popular Comments: 

Date Type Comment Votes  

March 23, 2017 Pedestrians 

We have a great influx of seasonal traffic, both drivers and pedestrians need to 
be more aware of cross walks and use them. Traffic lights should allow mobility 
aids enough time to safely cross street 

3 

January 20, 2017 Driver 
This t-bone intersection is not working. Frequently observe U-turns around the 
barricade. Reflectors are often times hit causing damage to cars. 

3 

January 12, 2017 Driver Access Management to I40 needed. Very congested on Beale St. West of the 40 2 

January 27, 2017 Driver 

Major congestion in area. Frequent accidents. Recent improvements may not 
have improved safety. Trucks and other vehicles weaving more often. Business 
access difficult and dangerous. 

1 

January 12, 2017 Driver 
High speed and tailgating. SR 95 between LHC and Parker needs more passing 
lanes in both directions. The same goes between Parker and Bouse. 

1 



Exported Comments by Group: 

Group Area Comment 

Cyclists La Paz 

Increase use of atv's in this area and all over the desert areas on this vicinity. From the 
casino to lakeside and leads to the desert and through the sand and rock company to ride in 
the wash. This traffic has to cross SR95 to get into the desert and are very annoying. 

Cyclists La Paz High Traffic Area. Poor traffic control. 

Cyclists La Paz 
Bicyclists fail to use the crosswalk and cross at random points forcing drivers to stop in the 
middle of the roadway for them to cross. 

Cyclists La Paz 
Driver's use the bicycle lane to create a turning lane for themselves and have cut-off 
bicyclists on several occasions. 

Cyclists La Paz Narrow and dark at night. Very busy roadway 
Cyclists Mohave We need bike lanes in all the towns. 
Drivers La Paz Need a turn lane at waste water facility 
Drivers La Paz Need seasonal stop light 
Drivers La Paz Increased heavy traffic from vacationers headed to the river or headed to lake havasu city 
Drivers La Paz Large dip in Mohave Road and seems to getting larger every year. 

Drivers La Paz 
Need traffic warning for large farm equipment making right hand turns to access fields. It is 
very dangerous when passing on the right side of these large farm equipment 

Drivers La Paz 
Need better traffic control at this dangerous curve as speeding is high through this 
neighborhood. 

Drivers La Paz 

high speeds from summer visitors headed to the river for the weekends and on holidays and 
for boat races and off road events in parker or traffic making their way to havasu city for 
events and partying along the river. 

Drivers La Paz heavy truck use from traffic coming through the reservation to bypass inspection stations 
Drivers La Paz high speeds for trucks and vehicles plus needs lighting near 1st avenue 
Drivers La Paz high speed area from 65 mph to 75 mph 
Drivers La Paz hi speeds going into and out of Parker both trucks and cars. 
Drivers La Paz high speeds entering and leaving this location from moovalya plaza 
Drivers La Paz increased collisions at this location 
Drivers La Paz high speeding area and worse since we striped this road 2 years ago. 

Drivers La Paz 
need intersection improvements to widen and add turn lanes for trucks headed to SR95 and 
striping also needs lighting 

Drivers La Paz also needs lighting to prevent serious accidents that have occurred at this intersection 

Drivers La Paz 
intersection needs to be re-stripped and this area needs traffic slowed so trucks can make 
turns in and out of Agness Wilson road and to the scales at that intersection 

Drivers La Paz 
High winds area lots of blowing dust and tumble weeds plus holes in the shoulder and needs 
stripping. 

Drivers La Paz 
No traffic control and speeding and needs lighting for night to see the streets to make turns 
at, children outside and Saturday night events and makes dangerous for the public 

Drivers La Paz Unsafe shoulders and blind spots for entering Mohave road and an area for high speeds 
Drivers La Paz Unsafe shoulders along the whole route of Mohave Road 
Drivers La Paz Unsafe shoulders, shoulders have large holes 



Drivers La Paz 
When accidents occur on the downside of the hill east or west bound there is a high 
probability of secondary accidents. 

Drivers La Paz 
Poorly marked frontage road, people mistake this road for the freeway and travel at high 
rate of speed. Accidents have occurred due to this and create unsafe conditions. 

Drivers La Paz 

Area in winter months would be best served with a traffic light or at the very least a flashing 
amber light. High volume of OHV"s crossing and walkers throughout the day. Speed reduces 
just north. 

Drivers La Paz 
Frequently run stop sign, people exiting freeway still driving at high speeds. Unsafe and 
could cause accidents. 

Drivers La Paz 

From jct 95 to jct 60 along hw72 comm'l traffic is heavy. Outside of Bouse township there is 
no ingress/egress to residences & businesses along the hwy. Semi's don't allow for slowing 
vehicles turning 

Drivers La Paz 

Commercial trucks & vehicles pulling boats often travel so fast thru the curves between 
Parker & 12 mile junction, swinging wide, crossing the center line and forcing oncoming 
traffic to the shoulder. 

Drivers La Paz 

Heavy Traffic year around becoming worse in the winter months due to "Snowbird Season".  
2 lanes north and southbound is needed for heavy traffic volume between Yuma and Lake 
Havasu. 

Drivers La Paz 
Open Range road. Lots of traffic. Main access road to Phoenix. Lots of cattle are struck 
yearly. 

Drivers La Paz 
Have been to a few accidents on this corner. One was a fatality many years ago. HWY 60 is 
high speed (65mph) and the corner surprises people after 30 miles of straight road. 

Drivers La Paz 

RV Pit Stop is a area where RV's can get LPG, water, and dump waste. Due to the size of the 
vehicles traffic often backs out onto Central. The employees hard to clear traffic but it is a 
concern. 

Drivers La Paz 
Moon Mountain and Main. Very busy intersection. In the winter season there are frequent 
backups. High priority for traffic signal. Have had a few accidents. 

Drivers La Paz High traffic area needs lighting and guardrails. 

Drivers La Paz 
Highway 95 between Lake Havasu and Parker is very dangerous. This is a high traffic area 
and there are not enough passing lanes. This should be a 2 lane highway both directions. 

Drivers La Paz 
Very narrow 2 lane bridges. This is a heavy commercial truck area and there isn't enough 
space for the kind of overpass. 

Drivers La Paz Dark road with narrow curves 
Drivers La Paz Vehicles frequently operating at 70+ MPH in a 55 MPH speed zone 
Drivers La Paz Vehicle frequently operating at 70+ MPH in a 55 MPH speed zone 
Drivers La Paz Vehicles frequently driving 50+ MPH in 35 MPH speed zone 

Drivers La Paz 
This off ramp is dangerous! So much traffic with no 'exit only' ' lane. I've almost been ran off 
the road several times at this off-ramp. Too short, too much of a sharp exit... 

Drivers La Paz Frequently ran stop sign. 

Drivers La Paz 
Gross speed violations anywhere on 95. Once witnessed a police car speeding without lights 
and pass on double yellow. Never once saw them ticketing anyone. 

Drivers La Paz WB I10 between Dome Rock Rd and Rest Area full of potholes in right-hand lane 

Drivers La Paz 
75 mph is too fast for semi-tractor trailer rigs. California is 55 Washington state is 65. Please 
slow them down!!!! 



Drivers La Paz 

Need a safe bike route from La Paz valley to Quartzsite (5miles). Need more passing lanes 
from Yuma to Parker. I have had to hit my brakes to avoid head on collisions on 95.  Slow 
semi speed limit!!! 

Drivers La Paz 
Frequent calls involving speeding, reckless drivers. Some of which pass in the emergency 
lanes around semi-trucks. 

Drivers La Paz 
Occasionally, drivers are reckless and pass in the no-passing zones at high rates of speed 
forcing other drivers to slow or swerve off of the roadway. 

Drivers La Paz 

Reckless, speeding drivers pass at different intervals and force some oncoming drivers off of 
the roadway to avoid a collision. This highway needs to be expanded to two lanes north and 
southbound. 

Drivers La Paz 
There have been 3 traffic collisions at this T-intersection to my knowledge. One involving a 
pedestrian. Drivers attempt a left turn onto Main Street from Moon Mtn. 

Drivers La Paz Drivers violate stop sign occasionally and fail to stop behind white line. 

Drivers La Paz 

Often drivers fail to stop behind white line and/or for the stop sign on this blind corner due 
to the erected barrier fence on the overpass for Interstate 10. Pedestrians commonly use 
this road. 

Drivers La Paz 

Westbound and eastbound traffic have several instances of displaying criminal speeds as 
well as drivers being under the influence of either drugs or alcohol. Or possessed such drugs 
or alcohol in veh. 

Drivers La Paz 
Both civil and criminal speeds are displayed in this area (35MPH zone). Also several drivers 
have been found to be intoxicated by either drugs or alcohol. 

Drivers La Paz 
Westbound traffic and eastbound traffic, drivers have been stopped and found to be 
intoxicated by either alcohol or drugs. 

Drivers La Paz 
4-way stop sign and blinking red stop light. Drivers fail to stop for posted stop signs 
occasionally. 

Drivers La Paz Exit 17, drivers fail to stop for posted stop signs occasionally. 
Drivers La Paz Low water crossing. Have had multiple water rescue calls due to cars in the wash. 

Drivers La Paz 

Busy intersection. High speed traffic on Hwy 95 and people misjudge distance and speed. 
Lots of people use this area as a U turn spot to go back into town. 
Traffic signal should be installed 

Drivers La Paz Tight corner and high speed makes this dangerous. I 

Drivers La Paz 
Tyson Wash low water crossing. Gates have been installed to close roadway and has helped 
dramatically but people still drive around. 

Drivers La Paz 
The stretch of road between MP 40 and 53 seems to be very dangerous. Large dust storms 
are common with vehicle pileups. Area is common for crashes with tired drivers. 

Drivers La Paz 

Poor roadway conditions lead to accidents at the bottom of the hill westbound. Rain collects 
in runts and vehicles hydroplane off the road. Monsoon season is dangerous. Multiple 
accidents are common. 

Drivers La Paz 
Exit 17 is an overall problem. Narrow and poor lighting. Often have traffic backing up onto 
I10 

Drivers La Paz 

This is the area that drivers have accidents due to mistaking frontage road for I10. Have 
reached highway speed and are in what they think is the #1 lane (actually head on) or cant 
make corner. 

Drivers La Paz 
Drivers mistake this roadway for I10 East on ramp often. Have had multiple wrong way, high 
speed, and fatality accidents due to this problem. 



Drivers La Paz 

Poor road conditions in pass. Large concern is to responders. Because of terrain very poor to 
no communications. Cell or Radio. 
Also due of road configuration and speed secondary accidents are concern 

Drivers La Paz 

Old section of Hwy 60. Narrow and no guardrail. Know of 1 fatality accident here 
(motorcycle) and two injury accidents. VERY unsafe at night. This is the primary access road 
to Rainbow Acres. 

Drivers La Paz This is the bypass route for commercial vehicle traffic between I-10 and I-40. 

Drivers La Paz Too narrow of a road. 
Drivers La Paz Hwy 72 is too narrow for the amount of commercial vehicle traffic it sees. 

Drivers Mohave 
High traffic Excessive speed throughout entire corridor. Lack of speed enforcement. Lack of 
law enforcement presence. 

Drivers Mohave 
Busses and travelers not observing school zone. Speeding through school zone.  
Lack of signage when approaching school zone. 

Drivers Mohave 
High traffic area. Tour busses and travelers not observing 25mph speed limit. passing on 
double yellow lines. Speeding over double the speed limit. 

Drivers Mohave 

High number of fatality accidents and non-fatality accidents.  High traffic, dangerous 
intersection with large numbers of tour busses and foreign travelers heading to Grand 
canyon west. 

Drivers Mohave 
On multiple occasions, I have been stuck in traffic backed up this far from I-40. The left 
especially. 

Drivers Mohave 

ADOT install flexible delineators without consulting the city. They have caused trouble. 
People want to turn left so they drive through them or make U-turns around them. Turning 
radius is too narrow. 

Drivers Mohave 

At times cars will get stacked up at this traffic signal. There is limited sight distance available 
to NB drivers. They come around the bend at 45-50 mph and get surprised by the stopped 
traffic. 

Drivers Mohave 

This should be a controlled intersection. Hwy traffic going both directions is heavy. 
Northbound traffic gains speed as they approach Corwin. Drivers on Corwin have a hard 
time make safe entry on hwy. 

Drivers Mohave 
Drivers are always trying to turn left into Cracker Barrel from the West bound turn lanes.  A 
barrier should be placed so they are not able to turn in here. 

Drivers Mohave 

This intersection should be changed from a two way stop to a four way stop. regularly, 
vehicles traveling east and westbound on Aztec do not stop at the posted stop signs or roll 
through them. 

Drivers Mohave 
This intersection is brutal and the location of almost weekly motor vehicle accidents and 
numerous fatalities. 

Drivers Mohave 
Stockton Hill Rd, left turns on arrows only. Andy Devine, holes in road, Beale st by truck stop 
needs something, the trucks just pull out. 

Drivers Mohave 
There needs to be a turn signal at this light as kids are being dropped off at school it can 
take up to 3 or more lights to turn.  Also, a lot of cars have to turn on the red to make it. 

Drivers Mohave 
This is a school zone yet there are no reduced speed signs up and people constantly zoom 
through here 

Drivers Mohave Lots of turn offs here. 

Drivers Mohave Truck and out of town traffic at TI 
Drivers Mohave Need climbing and/or extra lanes on I40.  Steep grades and large differences in speeds 



create a dangerous environment, especially during times of road construction. 

Drivers Mohave 
Lack of crossing, besides traffic congestion, also increases safety response times to certain 
areas of town. 

Drivers Mohave 
Lack of grade separation for southeast set of tracks could potentially cut off entire southern 
section of downtown Kingman if a train derails. 

Drivers Mohave 

Major congestion in area.  Frequent accidents.  Recent improvements may not have 
improved safety.  Trucks and other vehicles weaving more often.  Business access difficult 
and dangerous. 

Drivers Mohave Perceived high number of accidents for traffic volumes.  Not sure of cause or solution. 

Drivers Mohave 
Poor Intersection Layout.  Lack of allowable movements at Beverly affect entire corridor 
capacity, circulation, and safety. 

Drivers Mohave 
Intersection operating over capacity, Extra lanes may help. Also need bike lanes or alternate 
bike routes for length of Stockton Hill. 

Drivers Mohave 
This t-bone intersection is not working.  Frequently observe U-turns around the barricade.  
Reflectors are often times hit causing damage to cars. 

Drivers Mohave 
this driveway is in a heavily congested area and if it were to remain, "no left turn" signs 
would help 

Drivers Mohave 
Need access from I40 which would alleviate some of the congestion in other areas of 
Kingman. 

Drivers Mohave 
Multiple dangerous intersections for about a one block area.  Have been multiple accidents 
which include fatalities.  Very difficult to access businesses and hospital. 

Drivers Mohave 
Lots of pot holes on road that keep getting temp patches that wash out with next rain.  
Causes vehicles to swerve into other lanes. 

Drivers Mohave Business access to this area very dangerous due to major congestion coming into town. 

Drivers Mohave 
Sudden funneling of traffic to one lane is dangerous for all motorists, pedestrians and 
cyclists. 

Drivers Mohave 
Speed High on Diamond Bar Rd. Seasonal/Tourist Traffic.  
Recommend LED Speed Limit signs or additional enforcement. 

Drivers Mohave 
Dangerous Intersections along Stockton Hill Rd. Corridor From I-40 to Airway Ave. Multiple 
Motorcycle Accidents (Serious Injury & Fatality). Recommend Left Turn Arrows on Signals. 

Drivers Mohave Access Management to I40 needed. Very congested on Beale St. West of the 40 

Drivers Mohave 
Husband has driven the I-40 to work and on numerous occasions encountered sleepy 
drivers. 

Drivers Mohave 
High speed and tailgating. SR 95 between LHC and Parker needs more passing lanes in both 
directions. The same goes between Parker and Bouse. 

Pedestrians La Paz heavy truck use heading into and out of the reservation through SR95 

Pedestrians La Paz 
High pedestrians foot traffic going to and from the tribal offices. Mohave road is classified in 
the ADOT inventory 

Pedestrians La Paz dangerous location for pedestrians and no protection from traffic 

Pedestrians La Paz 

Dangerous for pedestrians traveling along 11th ave because of the heavy traffic that is 
speeding coming into the place and leaving this place. also many oversize vehicles parking 
and traffic has to maneuver through the parked trucks and busses 

Pedestrians La Paz 
Another dangerous place for vehicles and pedestrians and requesting a hawk-eye crossing 
light at this location also. 

Pedestrians La Paz 
dangerous location for pedestrians crossing this extremely busy highway and are requesting 
a hawk-eye crossing to be installed 



Pedestrians La Paz need a multi-use path to tie into the hospital for pedestrians 

Pedestrians La Paz 
No sidewalks at all to these very important tribal business offices. social services and dialysis 
center. 

Pedestrians La Paz No sidewalks at all at this hospital and they receive a lot of foot traffic. 
Pedestrians  La Paz Need sidewalks in this entire subdivision. and lighting.. 

Pedestrians La Paz 
Need sidewalk from the crit lodge to the town of parker as we have seen wheel chairs using 
the road and at night. So we do need lighting around this dangerous curve. 

Pedestrians La Paz 
Need sidewalks around the Mohave Village and the entire park since during the events foot 
traffic is everywhere along the roads and vehicles cannot drive through the roads. 

Pedestrians La Paz Sidewalks needed for people headed to tribal office and the hospital. 

Pedestrians La Paz 
Need sidewalks in this neighborhood. Heavy foot traffic headed to the tribal office 
 

Pedestrians La Paz 
Need sidewalks around this dangerous curve and lighting for night time walkers headed to 
town. 

Pedestrians La Paz need sidewalks throughout this community 

Pedestrians La Paz 
Need sidewalks for the people living in the subdivision of 50 homes. People are using the 
street and creates a dangerous situation for walkers. 

Pedestrians La Paz No sidewalks along Mohave Road for the pedestrians to use from the trailer park 

Pedestrians La Paz 
very dangerous intersection for pedestrians walking to 1st avenue businesses and to the 
hospital and also needs lighting as it is extremely dark 

Pedestrians La Paz no sidewalks and pedestrians use the road to get to business locations 
Pedestrians La Paz no sidewalks at all for the pedestrians and are forced to use the road and is a very busy road 

Pedestrians La Paz 

Route is used for walkers for health and use the canal however they are still in the open and 
need a barrier for protection. Same for bikers who use the road and also need lighting along 
this route. its worse at night. 

Pedestrians La Paz 
no sidewalks or multi-use for bicycles and pedestrians use the road ans makes for a 
dangerous situation 

Pedestrians La Paz lots of children and adults for events on saturday nights and during the holiday 

Pedestrians La Paz 
Drivers don't always yield to pedestrians. Have multiple incidents where it was car vs 
pedestrian. 

Pedestrians La Paz High traffic area and high pedestrian traffic. More traffic control is needed. 

Pedestrians La Paz 
This is a dangerous intersection high traffic for the pedestrian and bicyclist it would be 
helpful if updated traffic lights that are visible for people and a countdown on the light. 

Pedestrians La Paz 
Cross walk needs more visible light during the day maybe a light that stop traffic and allow 
pedestrian to cross. 

Pedestrians La Paz Trucks park in roadway blocking crosswalk 

Pedestrians La Paz Trucks park blocking crosswalk 

Pedestrians La Paz 
Pedestrians commonly cross the roadway between stop lights all along both East and West 
Main Street. Speeding drivers create a hazard along Main Street. 

Pedestrians La Paz 
Drivers do not yield or allow pedestrians to cross. Occasionally, drivers speed through this 
corridor and congestion occurs regularly during the gem-show busy season. 

Pedestrians La Paz 
Drivers do not stop for pedestrians occasionally. Nor do they wait for them to cross to 
halfway point before continuing. Some drivers do not even slow. 



Pedestrians La Paz 

Cross-walk, drivers do not properly yield to pedestrians &create their own turning lane by 
misusing the continued bicycle lane (westbnd#2 lane). I have seen near-miss collisions 
several times. 

Pedestrians La Paz 
Beginning of bike and walk path. High speed roadway with no crosswalk. Traffic signal 
needed. 

Pedestrians La Paz Pedestrian walkover dumps people onto a 50mph roadway with no lighting. 

Pedestrians La Paz Narrow and very dark at night. No shoulders for pedestrians. 

Pedestrians La Paz 

We have a great influx of seasonal traffic, both drivers and pedestrians need to be more 
aware of cross walks and use them. Traffic lights should allow mobility aids enough time to 
safely cross street 

Pedestrians Mohave 
School zone with a lot of pedestrians. Yet no crosswalks are painted on the road and often 
cars don't stop at the stop signs at this intersection 

Pedestrians Mohave Significant pedestrian traffic including disabled trying to cross SHRD at KRMC 
Pedestrians Mohave Jr High kids crossing SHRD 

Pedestrians Mohave 
Finish sidewalks! When the sidewalk ends pedestrians tend to walk in the roadway, this 
road is a threw way for the fire department.  Pedestrians should have safe access. 

Pedestrians Mohave Low light conditions along the entire Northern Ave. Corridor 
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Attachment B: Online Safety Survey PSA, Flyers and Survey Questions 



 

Two Opportunities to Improve Traffic Safety 

Share your concerns via survey or in person 

 

With 515 fatal crashes in Western Arizona in the past 10 years, the Western 
Arizona Council of Governments traffic safety campaign asks, Whose number 
is up next? 

WACOG is analyzing crash data to determine the primary causes and identify 
projects and educational efforts which could reduce the number of crashes. 
However, input from drivers, bicyclists, and pedestrians is vital. 

“There are two easy ways for the public to let us know what they’ve 
experienced on the roads and areas of concern. This information is valuable 
because it alerts us to potential dangers before another fatal crash occurs,” said 
Justin Hembree, WACOG Transportation Program Manager. 

The online survey, at wacog.com/STSP.html, and in Spanish at wacog.com/xxxxxxxxx, 
asks people to identify unsafe driving behaviors and locations where there are 
concerns about safety. There is also an opportunity to place virtual pinpoints on 
a map to identify and explain worrisome areas.  

For those who want to talk about issues or learn more in person, a public 
meeting will held on January 26th at the Mohave County Public Works 
Building at 3715 Sunshine Dr. in Kingman. The meeting will be held in the 
Turquoise Room from 1:30-3:30 p.m.  

The survey process and meeting are part of WACOG’s Strategic Highway 
Safety Plan designed to understand current conditions, identify strategies to 
reduce the number of crashes, and implement solutions for safer travel in the 
region. 

For more information, please contact Justin Hembree, WACOG Transportation 
Program Manager, at (928) 377-1070, or justinh@wacog.com. 

 

PSA: 



There have been 515 fatal crashes in Western Arizona in the past 10 years. 
WACOG is offering two ways to improve traffic safety. An online survey to 
pinpoint areas where there are concerns about safety, at tinyurl.com/WA-Safety, and 
in Spanish at tinyurl.com/WA-Seguridad and a meeting on January 26th. 



Western Arizona Council of Governments
For additional information please contact Justin Hembree, 

WACOG Transportation Program Manager at
(928) 377-1070 or justinh@wacog.com.

Please Take 5 to Help Save Lives 
and Improve Traffic Safety!

Complete a brief survey to share input for potential dangerous traffic situations 
on highways and streets in your area.

Just go to the link: tinyurl.com/WA-Safety



Take our transportation survey at Tinyurl.com/xxxx to help improve traffic to 
safety in your community. 

Western Arizona Council of Governments

For additional information please contact Justin Hembree, 
WACOG Transportation Program Manager at

(928) 377-1070 or justinh@wacog.com.



1. How frequently have you observed drivers doing 
the following? (Circle one response for each 
question)

2. How safe is it on the streets for the following 
people? (Circle one response for each question)

 
Drunk or drugged driving

Texting or talking on cell phone 

Speeding 

Not stopping completely at 
stop signs

Not stopping at crosswalks

Illegal/unsafe turns

Tailgating/following too closely 

Failure to use turn signal

Reckless (careless) driving

Not stopping for a red light

Passing illegally (hill or curve, 
across double yellow line, 
school zone, school bus)

Driving too slowly

Not wearing seat belts

Other (please specify): __________________________

 

 
Drivers

Pedestrians

Bicyclists

Motorcyclists

Elderly and/or 
disabled persons

Have you noticed an area that concerns you when The Western Arizona Council of Governments 

driving, bicycling, or walking? (WACOG)  needs your input. Help improve traffic 

safety in your community by pinpointing 

Or thought someone should know about that traffic worrisome areas and unsafe travel behaviors you 

problem? have witnessed.

Never   Occasionally   Often

Never   Occasionally   Often

Never   Occasionally   Often

Never   Occasionally   Often

Never   Occasionally   Often

Never   Occasionally   Often

Never   Occasionally   Often

Never   Occasionally   Often

Never   Occasionally   Often

Never   Occasionally   Often

Never   Occasionally   Often

Never   Occasionally   Often

Never   Occasionally   Often

Very Unsafe     Unsafe     Safe     Very Safe

Very Unsafe     Unsafe     Safe     Very Safe

Very Unsafe     Unsafe     Safe     Very Safe

Very Unsafe     Unsafe     Safe     Very Safe

Very Unsafe     Unsafe     Safe     Very Safe

3. How safe do you feel traveling in the community? 
(Circle one)

4. What words best describe the behavior of drivers 
on area streets? (Circle all that apply)

5. Which statement below best describes safety 
attitudes in the community? (Circle one)

6. What do you think is the primary cause of crashes 
in the area?

Very Unsafe           Unsafe           Safe           Very Safe

Safe

Distracted

Frustrated

Angry

Other (please specify): __________________________

 

We care about the safety of all road users.

We care about the safety of drivers, but vulnerable road 
users are left out (pedestrians/bikes/motorcycles/elderly).

We particularly care about the safety of vulnerable road 
users (pedestrians/bikes/motorcycles/elderly).

We don't exhibit a lot of care about road safety.

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________ 

Inattentive

Hurried

Intoxicated

No different than anywhere else

Western Arizona
Council of Governments

Safety Survey



7. What do you think needs to be changed to 
make it safer to travel?

8. Where do you live? (Circle one)

9. Primarily, I'm responding as a... (Circle 
one)

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________ 

Other (please specify) ___________________

 

Motorist

Bicyclist

Pedestrian

Other (please specify): ___________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________ 

Bouse

Bullhead City

Chloride

Colorado City

Dolan Springs

Ehrenberg

Fort Mohave

Kingman

10. What is your age?

11. With which gender do you identify? 
(Circle one)

12. If you'd like to receive updates 
regarding THIS PROJECT ONLY please 
provide your contact information.

 (Circle one)

Under 16 years old

16-24 years old

25-34 years old

35-44 years old

45-54 years old

55-64 years old

65-74 years old

75 years or older

Prefer not to answer
 

Male

Female

Prefer not to answer
 

Name: _______________________________
   
Organization (if applies): ________________

_____________________________________   

Email: _______________________________   

Thank you for sharing your ideas and observations 
about traffic safety

 

Please return this survey to the meeting organizers 
before leaving or send to: 

Justin Hembree, WACOG Transportation Program 
Manager, 1235 S Redondo Center Dr, Yuma, AZ 85365, 

(928) 377-1070, justinh@wacog.com
 

Para obtener más información en Español llamada 
(928) 753-6247

Lake Havasu City

Littlefield

Meadview

Mohave Valley

Parker

Peach Springs

Quartzsite

Salome



1. ¿Con qué frecuencia a notado a conductores hacer lo 
siguiente? (marque con un círculo su respuesta a cada 
pregunta)

 
Conducir en estado de 
ebriedad o drogado

Textear o hablar por 
teléfono

Conducir con velocidad 
excesiva

No parar por completo 
en un alto

No parar ante los cruces 
peatonales

Vueltas ilegales o de 
manera peligrosa

Seguir al auto de enfrente
demasiado de cerca

No usar las direccionales

Conducir de manera 
temeraria o descuidada

No parar ante un 
semáforo en rojo

Pasar de manera ilegal 
(en una subida, bajada, 
o curva, atravesando 
raya doble amarilla, 
en zonas escolares, 
o a un autobús escolar)

Conducir demasiado 
despacio

No usar cinturones 
de seguridad

Otro: (por favor describa)

_______________________________________________ 
 

¿Ha notado ciertas áreas donde le preocupa conducir un auto, La  
ir en bicicleta, o caminar? busca su opinión. Ayude a mejorar la seguridad vial en 

nuestras comunidades al señalar las áreas preocupantes y 
¿O se le ocurre que alguien debiera enterarse de algún conductas peligrosas al transitar que usted haya presenciado.
problema de tránsito?

Western Arizona Council of Governments (WACOG)

Jamás    Ocasionalmente    Seguido

Jamás    Ocasionalmente    Seguido

Jamás    Ocasionalmente    Seguido

Jamás    Ocasionalmente    Seguido

Jamás    Ocasionalmente    Seguido

Jamás    Ocasionalmente    Seguido

Jamás    Ocasionalmente    Seguido

Jamás    Ocasionalmente    Seguido

Jamás    Ocasionalmente    Seguido

 

Jamás    Ocasionalmente    Seguido

Jamás    Ocasionalmente    Seguido

Jamás    Ocasionalmente    Seguido

Jamás  Ocasionalmente  Seguido

Muy peligrosas   Peligrosas   Seguras   Muy seguras

Muy peligrosas   Peligrosas   Seguras   Muy seguras

Muy peligrosas   Peligrosas   Seguras   Muy seguras

Muy peligrosas   Peligrosas   Seguras   Muy seguras

Muy peligrosas   Peligrosas   Seguras   Muy seguras

2. ¿Qué tan seguras son las calles para estas personas? 
(marque con un círculo su respuesta a cada pregunta)

3. ¿Qué tan seguro se siente al transitar por la 
comunidad? (marque una respuesta con un círculo)

4. ¿Con qué palabras se describe mejor cómo se 
comportan los conductores en las calles del rumbo? 
(marque todas las que se apliquen)

5. ¿Qué oración describe mejor la actitud hacia la 
seguridad en esta comunidad? (marque una con un 
círculo)

 
Conductores

Peatones

Ciclistas

Motociclistas

Ancianos y 
personas
discapacitadas

 

Muy inseguro          Inseguro          A salvo          Muy a salvo
 
 

Seguro

Distraído

Frustrado

Enojado

Otro: (por favor describa)  __________________________
 
 

Atendemos a la seguridad de todos los usuarios de los 
caminos.

Atendemos a la seguridad de todos los conductores, pero se 
ignora a los usuarios vulnerables (peatones, bicis, motos, 
ancianos).

Atendemos especialmente a la seguridad de los usuarios 
vulnerables de los caminos (peatones, bicis, motos, 
ancianos).

No mostramos mucha atención por la seguridad en nuestros 
caminos.

Inatento

Acelerado

Embriagado

Igual que en todas partes

Western Arizona
Council of Governments
Encuesta de Seguridad



6. ¿Qué piensa usted que es la causa principal de 
choques en su rumbo? (marque una respuesta con un 
círculo)

7. ¿Qué piensa usted que debiera cambiar para transitar 
de manera más segura? (marque una respuesta con un 
círculo)

8. ¿Dónde vive usted? (marque una respuesta con un 
círculo)

9. Respondo principalmente como… (marque una 
respuesta con un círculo)

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________ 

Bouse

Bullhead City

Chloride

Colorado City

Dolan Springs

Ehrenberg

Fort Mohave

Kingman

Otro: (favor de  indicar)  _____________________________

 

Conductor

Ciclista

Peatón

Otro: (favor de indicar) ______________________________

10.¿Qué edad tiene? 
círculo)

11. ¿De qué género se identifica usted? (marque una 
respuesta con un círculo)

12. Si desea recibir noticias con respecto A ESTE 
PROYECTO SOLAMENTE, sírvase proporcionar sus 
datos de contacto.

(marque una respuesta con un 

Menos de 16 años

Entre 16 y 24 años

Entre 25 y 34 años

Entre 35 y 44 años

Entre 45 y 54 años

Entre 55 y 64 años

Entre 65 y 74 años

75 años de edad o más 

Prefiero no responder

Masculino

Femenino

Prefiero no responder

Nombre: _________________________________________

Organización (si se aplica): __________________________

________________________________________________

Correo electrónico: ________________________________   

Se le agradece compartir sus ideas y sus observaciones 
acerca de la seguridad vial

Favor de entregar este cuestionario a los organizadores de 
la reunión antes de salir o:

Justin Hembree, WACOG Transportation Program Manager, 
1235 S Redondo Center Dr, Yuma, AZ 85365, 

(928) 377-1070, justinh@wacog.com

Para obtener más información en Español llamada 
(928) 753-6247

Lake Havasu City

Littlefield

Meadview

Mohave Valley

Parker

Peach Springs

Quartzsite

Salome
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Attachment C: Quartzsite Public Meeting 



© Amec Foster Wheeler 2015.

WACOG
Strategic Transportation Safety Plan

Quartzsite Public Meeting
March 29, 2017



Transportation Safety Plan Objectives

►Develop plan that incorporates the 4 E’s of 
transportation safety:
►Engineering
►Enforcement
►Education
►Emergency services

►Establish regional vision, goals, emphasis areas, 
strategies, performance measures, and safety projects

►Coordinate with Arizona Strategic Highway Safety Plan 
►Ultimate goal – save lives and reduce serious 

injuries
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Regional Crash Trends
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Year No Injury
Possible 

Injury
Non Serious

Injury
Serious 
Injury Fatal Total

2006 2206 448 459 227 72 3412
2007 2145 443 421 252 65 3326
2008 1863 404 405 201 63 2936
2009 1555 344 355 117 39 2410
2010 1582 333 410 141 39 2505
2011 1512 359 356 130 53 2410
2012 1647 311 389 122 50 2519
2013 1538 307 352 94 46 2337
2014 1640 314 346 119 34 2453
2015 1687 315 356 120 54 2532
Total 17375 3578 3849 1523 515 26840



Most Frequent Crash Types

►36% single vehicle
►22% rear-end
►12% angle
►10% sideswipe same direction
►7% left-turn
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Most Frequent Fatal Crash Types

►57% single vehicle
►10% pedestrian
►9% angle
►8% head-on
►8% rear-end
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Comparison to Statewide Crashes

State Emphasis Areas
WACOG 

Fatal 
Crashes %

State Fatal 
Crashes %

WACOG 
Serious 

Crashes %

State Serious 
Crashes %

Lane Departure 61 46 49 29
Occupant Protection 47 47 28 23
Speeding 47 37 49 34
Impaired Driving 32 34 24 18
Older Driver Over 64 26 15 19 15
Young Driver Under 25 19 28 25 35
Distracted Driving 17 12 26 18
Heavy Vehicle 17 10 11 6
Motorcycle 15 17 18 18
Intersection 14 25 24 45
Pedestrian 10 18 4 9
Weather-related 3 3 5 3
Bicyclist 2 3 2 5
Animal-involved 0 <1 <1 <1
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Crashes By Agency Boundary
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Agency Fatal Serious Injury
Non Serious

Injury
Possible 

Injury No Injury Total
Mohave County 276 828 1774 1138 6609 10625
Bullhead City 40 276 525 1237 4420 6498
Kingman 31 149 739 860 3624 5403
La Paz County 122 214 692 217 2063 3308
Parker 5 6 23 33 228 295
Fort Mohave Indian Reservation 8 18 38 42 159 265
Quartzite 6 5 19 19 115 164
Colorado River Indian Reservation 20 19 21 16 74 150
Colorado City 0 3 3 7 43 56
Hualapai Indian Reservation 7 1 7 3 20 38
Kaibab Paiute Indian Reservation 0 4 8 6 20 38
Total 515 1523 3849 3578 17375 26840



3D Crash Mapping
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Quartzsite Crashes
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Collision Manner Fatal
Serious 
Injury

Non Serious 
Injury

Possible 
Injury

No 
Injury Total

Single Vehicle 4 1 11 4 28 48
Angle 0 1 1 5 19 26
Sideswipe Same 0 0 1 2 20 23
Rear End 1 1 1 6 14 23
Left Turn 0 2 2 0 11 15
Rear To Side 0 0 0 1 10 11
Other 0 0 1 1 7 9
Unknown 0 0 1 0 3 4
Sideswipe Opposite 0 0 1 0 3 4
Head On 1 0 0 0 0 1
Total 6 5 19 19 115 164



La Paz County (Unincorporated) Crashes
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Collision Manner Fatal
Serious 
Injury

Non Serious 
Injury

Possible 
Injury

No 
Injury Total

Single Vehicle 72 143 462 111 1285 2073
Rear End 18 31 111 60 237 457
Sideswipe Same 4 14 47 19 279 363
Other 8 7 16 6 110 147
Angle 8 9 31 11 65 124
Sideswipe Opposite 2 4 7 3 29 45
Left Turn 1 1 9 6 25 42
Rear To Side 0 0 0 0 29 29
Head On 9 5 8 1 3 26
Unknown 0 0 1 0 1 2
Total 122 214 692 217 2063 3308



© Amec Foster Wheeler 2015.

Online Safety Concerns Mapping

https://gci.mysocialpinpoint.com/wacog#



© Amec Foster Wheeler 2015.

Nevada DOT Video





Next Steps
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►Finalize emphasis areas
►Develop safety strategies
►Identify priority intersections and segments
►Identify and develop safety projects



Contacts

Justin Hembree
WACOG Transportation Program Manager
(928) 377-1070
justinh@wacog.com

Mike Blankenship, P.E.
Amec Foster Wheeler
(602) 733-6054
michael.blankenship@amecfw.com

Scott Kelley, P.E., PTOE
Amec Foster Wheeler
(602) 733-6019
Scott.Kelley@amecfw.com
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Appendix B: Intersection Ranking Tables



Signalized Intersections

Intersection Owner ADEV Crash Freq. Crash Rate Severity Index PI Rank
SR 95 & Marina Blvd ADOT 36106 211 1.60 1.58 1
SR 95, Hancock Rd & Alta Vista Rd ADOT 36205 220 1.66 1.52 2
SR 95 & Camp Mohave Rd ADOT 32353 124 1.05 1.76 3
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Ramar Rd ADOT 36240 174 1.32 1.59 4
SR 95 & 3rd St ADOT 26768 98 1.00 1.82 5
SR 95 & Mohave Dr ADOT 28423 147 1.42 1.57 6
SR 68 & SR 95, Bullhead City Pkwy ADOT 37152 221 1.63 1.38 10
SR 95 & Plata Dr ADOT 29855 156 1.43 1.40 13
Stockton Hill Rd & I-40 North Ramp ADOT 30826 120 1.07 1.48 14
SR 95 & 7th St ADOT 27668 60 0.59 1.78 19
SR 95 & Bullhead Pkwy ADOT 35146 115 0.90 1.45 20
SR 66 & Airway Ave ADOT 23458 85 0.99 1.48 21
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Riverview Dr ADOT 33473 162 1.33 1.35 22
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Long Ave ADOT 34025 101 0.81 1.47 24
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Courtwright ADOT 9904 27 0.75 1.76 27
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & El Rodeo Ave ADOT 29760 50 0.46 1.99 28
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Meadows Dr ADOT 28463 60 0.58 1.61 30
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Aztec Rd ADOT 34720 83 0.65 1.50 33
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Silver Creek Rd ADOT 33022 103 0.85 1.38 35
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Thunderstruck Dr ADOT 29096 92 0.87 1.39 36
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Boundary Cone Rd ADOT 16222 27 0.46 2.27 37
Stockton Hill Rd & I-40 South Ramp ADOT 21374 99 1.27 1.31 38
SR 66 & I-40 South Ramp ADOT 14111 49 0.95 1.44 39
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Mohave Community College ADOT 29263 38 0.36 1.79 40
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Aviation Way ADOT 27856 58 0.57 1.56 41
SR 66 & Armour Ave ADOT 17663 86 1.33 1.27 42
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Rancho Colorado Blvd ADOT 33683 62 0.50 1.52 43
SR 66 & I-40 North Ramp ADOT 16277 53 0.89 1.41 44
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Joy Ln ADOT 17194 30 0.48 1.65 45
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Clubhouse Dr ADOT 28605 50 0.48 1.55 47
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & King St ADOT 14547 27 0.51 1.59 48
McCormick Blvd & SR 68 ADOT 17338 26 0.41 1.68 51
SR 95 & Bluewater Dr ADOT 13210 15 0.31 3.00 52
SR 95, Riverside Dr & Agency Ave ADOT 25752 64 0.68 1.35 53
I-40 (West Ramp) & Beale St ADOT 45659 105 0.63 1.25 55
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Willow Dr ADOT 12740 16 0.34 1.68 56
SR 95 & Kuhen St ADOT 9278 12 0.35 1.73 60
SR 95, 4th St & Airport Rd ADOT 14452 8 0.15 2.93 61
I-40 (East Ramp) & Beale St ADOT 24318 60 0.68 1.23 63
SR 95 & Arizona Ave ADOT 13288 12 0.25 1.65 64
SR 95 & SB 10 ADOT 16338 20 0.34 1.44 69
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Lipan Blvd ADOT 17621 11 0.17 1.44 73
SR 66, Grace Neal Pkwy & Mohave Airport Dr ADOT 5396 10 0.51 1.30 74
SR 95, Riverside Dr & Beacon Rd ADOT 14963 15 0.27 1.33 75
SB 10 & Riggles Ave ADOT 24538 5 0.06 1.40 77
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Laguna Rd ADOT 13102 14 0.29 1.29 78
SR 95, SR 72 & Central Ave ADOT 4674 3 0.18 1.33 79
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Airport Center Dr ADOT 27756 4 0.04 1.00 80
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Fairway Village Blvd ADOT 14155 1 0.02 1.00 81
Lakeside Dr & Hancock Rd Bullhead City 17850 126 1.93 1.35 17
Bullhead Pkwy & Desert Foothills Dr Bullhead City 9909 33 0.91 1.80 18
Lakeside Dr & Marina Blvd Bullhead City 13506 37 0.75 1.71 25
Bullhead Pkwy & Silver Creek Rd Bullhead City 15198 41 0.74 1.60 31
Ramar Rd & Hancock Rd Bullhead City 7378 22 0.82 1.54 46
Bullhead Pkwy & Oatman Rd Bullhead City 13829 16 0.32 2.28 49
Trane Rd & Hancock Rd Bullhead City 14353 37 0.71 1.45 50
Bullhead Pkwy & Adobe Rd Bullhead City 12802 14 0.30 1.77 59
Bullhead Pkwy & Landon Dr Bullhead City 8298 2 0.07 2.00 67
Bullhead Pkwy & Laughlin Ranch Blvd Bullhead City 8251 8 0.27 1.38 76
Harrison St, Willow Rd & Airway Ave Kingman 12172 74 1.67 1.63 7
Stockton Hill Rd & Airway Ave Kingman 12895 255 5.42 1.39 8
Stockton Hill Rd & Gordon Dr Kingman 12400 114 2.52 1.42 9
Stockton Hill Rd & Sycamore Ave Kingman 20294 184 2.48 1.37 11
Andy Devine Ave & Stockton Hill Rd Kingman 22206 116 1.43 1.45 12
Stockton Hill Rd & Detroit Ave Kingman 12028 128 2.92 1.35 15
Airway Ave & Bank St Kingman 12606 57 1.24 1.59 16
Stockton Hill Rd & Kino Ave Kingman 12028 82 1.87 1.38 23
Stockton Hill Rd & Northern Ave Kingman 9305 47 1.38 1.49 26



Signalized Intersections

Intersection Owner ADEV Crash Freq. Crash Rate Severity Index PI Rank
Harrison St & Beverly Ave Kingman 5864 40 1.87 1.43 29
Stockton Hill Rd & Staples Strip Mall Kingman 32811 71 0.59 1.57 32
Andy Devine Ave & 4th St Kingman 9970 39 1.07 1.33 54
Andy Devine Ave & 8th St Kingman 8510 14 0.45 1.63 57
Airway Ave & Yavapai St Kingman 5757 7 0.33 2.11 58
Hualapai Mountain Rd, Railroad St & Mission Blvd Kingman 18252 25 0.38 1.51 62
Bank St & Gordon Dr Kingman 9598 20 0.57 1.39 65
Stockton Hill Rd & Club Ave Kingman 20514 37 0.49 1.37 66
Airway Ave & Walmart Strip Mall Kingman 11838 27 0.62 1.33 68
Beale St , Grandview Ave & Ella's Pl Kingman 20946 16 0.21 1.50 70
Stockton Hill Rd & Home Depot Strip Mall Kingman 10757 9 0.23 1.56 71
Beale St & 4th St Kingman 6378 17 0.73 1.24 72
Bank St & Northern Ave Mohave County 7822 63 2.21 1.33 34



Unsignalized Intersections

Intersection Owner ADEV Crash Freq. Crash Rate Severity Index PI Rank
US 60 & Vicksburg Rd ADOT 4228 21 1.36 3.26 1
SR 66 & Thompson Ave ADOT 12222 29 0.65 2.07 2
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Arcadia Blvd ADOT 31753 48 0.41 1.80 6
SR 66 & Airfield Ave ADOT 3884 22 1.55 1.32 12
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Miracle Mile ADOT 26605 34 0.35 1.66 13
I-10 Ramp (North) & Vicksburg Rd ADOT 4714 10 0.58 1.58 14
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Havasupai Dr ADOT 26882 28 0.29 1.94 15
I-10 Ramp (North) & SB10 ADOT 4935 28 1.55 1.11 22
US 93 & Pierce Ferry Rd ADOT 18927 12 0.17 3.17 29
US 93 Ramp (East) & Kingman Wash Access Rd ADOT 247 1 1.11 5.80 31
I-10 Ramp (South) & SB10 ADOT 5130 17 0.91 1.12 33
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Corwin Rd ADOT 30774 21 0.19 1.51 37
I-40 Ramp (North) & SR 95 ADOT 9011 20 0.61 1.00 40
US 60 & Second St ADOT 4202 6 0.39 1.50 43
SR 66 & Antares Rd ADOT 2190 3 0.38 2.60 45
I-40 Ramp (South) & SR 95 ADOT 12233 12 0.27 1.40 48
US 93 & Chloride Rd ADOT 19140 8 0.11 2.93 50
SR 68 & Landon Dr ADOT 8150 9 0.30 1.44 51
I-10 Ramp (North) & US 60 ADOT 1950 3 0.42 1.67 52
SR 95 & Parker Dam Rd (East) ADOT 6110 4 0.18 2.45 57
I-10 Ramp (South) & Vicksburg Rd ADOT 3658 7 0.52 1.14 61
I-40 Ramp (South) & SR 66 ADOT 1444 2 0.38 1.50 65
SR 389 & Cane Beds Rd ADOT 3406 2 0.16 3.90 66
SR 95 (Mohave Valley Hwy) & Oatman Rd ADOT 28356 12 0.12 1.33 67
US 60 & SR 72 ADOT 1390 4 0.79 1.00 76
SR 95 (Central Blvd) & Tyson St ADOT 5196 2 0.11 3.40 82
SR 389 & Arizona Ave ADOT 3564 5 0.38 1.20 84
SR 95 & Parker Dam Rd (West) ADOT 1250 1 0.22 2.00 85
I-10 Ramp (South) & Avenue 75 ADOT 210 1 1.30 1.00 91
SR 72 & Plomosa Rd ADOT 5628 2 0.10 2.00 96
SR 72 & Vicksburg Rd ADOT 3714 4 0.30 1.25 97
US 93 & Temple Bar Rd ADOT 26945 2 0.02 3.40 98
SB 10 (Main St) & Kofa Ave ADOT 14194 5 0.10 1.40 101
US 60 & Navajo St ADOT 4678 2 0.12 1.50 102
SB 10 (Main St) & Moon Mountain Ave ADOT 15103 3 0.05 1.67 103
I-10 Ramp (North) & SB10 (Riggles Ave) ADOT 15799 8 0.14 1.13 105
SR 389 & Pipe Spring Rd ADOT 4270 1 0.06 2.00 107
SR 68 & La Puerta Rd ADOT 7582 5 0.18 1.00 109
US 60 & Wenden Hillside Dr ADOT 1577 2 0.35 1.00 111
I-10 Ramp (South) & SB10 (Riggles Ave) ADOT 9043 2 0.06 1.50 112
SR 389 & Central St ADOT 9422 1 0.03 2.00 113
US 93 & Mineral Park Rd ADOT 18498 2 0.03 1.50 116
SR 95 & 14th St ADOT 13011 3 0.06 1.33 118
SR 95 & 15th St ADOT 12534 5 0.11 1.00 119
SR 95 & Geronimo Ave ADOT 18266 6 0.09 1.00 120
US 93 & White Hills Rd ADOT 18803 3 0.04 1.33 122
SR 66 & Detriot Ave ADOT 5904 2 0.09 1.00 128
I-15 Ramp (South) & Hwy 91 ADOT 6879 2 0.08 1.00 129
SR 68 & Davis Dam Rd ADOT 12147 2 0.05 1.00 130
SR 95 & 19th St ADOT 12718 1 0.02 1.00 136
US 93 Ramp (West) & Kingman Wash Access Rd ADOT 410 0 0.00 0.00 137
I-40 Ramp (North) & SR 66 ADOT 4374 0 0.00 0.00 137
I-15 Ramp (South) & Hwy 91 ADOT 3438 0 0.00 0.00 137
SR 95 & Parker Blvd ADOT 4048 0 0.00 0.00 137
SR 95 & Plomosa Rd ADOT 3434 0 0.00 0.00 137
I-10 Ramp (North) & Avenue 75 ADOT 146 0 0.00 0.00 137
SR 95 & Cattail Cove Rd ADOT 8492 0 0.00 0.00 137
SR 95 & 12th St ADOT 15862 0 0.00 0.00 137
Oatman Rd & Miracle Mile Bullhead City 9326 23 0.68 1.64 5
Bullhead Pkwy & Locust Blvd Bullhead City 8223 15 0.50 1.92 9
Lakeside Dr & Baseline Rd Bullhead City 10216 23 0.62 1.43 11
Riviera Blvd & Marina Blvd Bullhead City 9898 18 0.50 1.43 16
Mohave Dr & Miracle Mile Bullhead City 9246 29 0.86 1.24 19
Trane Rd & Marina Blvd Bullhead City 12118 12 0.27 2.13 20
Trane Rd, Baseline Rd & Ramar Rd Bullhead City 15948 39 0.67 1.23 26
Lakeside Dr & Riviera Blvd Bullhead City 9256 28 0.83 1.18 28
Clearwater Dr & Marina Blvd Bullhead City 5670 11 0.53 1.36 30
Lakeside Dr & Ramar Rd Bullhead City 12334 11 0.24 1.71 34



Unsignalized Intersections

Intersection Owner ADEV Crash Freq. Crash Rate Severity Index PI Rank
Hancock Rd & Colorado Blvd Bullhead City 7077 11 0.43 1.36 35
Bullhead Pkwy & Arroyo Vista Dr Bullhead City 11755 9 0.21 1.98 41
Miracle Mile & Havasupai Dr Bullhead City 6437 9 0.38 1.33 49
Bullhead Pkwy & Canyon Rd Bullhead City 11517 5 0.12 4.28 55
Lakeside Dr & Riverview Dr Bullhead City 9251 10 0.30 1.30 58
Ramar Rd & Arcadia Blvd Bullhead City 5668 8 0.39 1.25 60
Silver Creek Rd & Gold Rush Dr Bullhead City 7711 10 0.36 1.00 64
Oatman Rd & Arcadia Blvd Bullhead City 6261 7 0.31 1.29 69
Corwin Rd & Arroyo Vista Dr Bullhead City 1916 3 0.43 1.33 70
Riverview Dr & Arcadia Blvd Bullhead City 2419 2 0.23 2.00 72
Havasupai Dr & Arcadia Blvd Bullhead City 1944 3 0.42 1.33 74
Ramar Rd & Goldrush Rd Bullhead City 6083 6 0.27 1.33 74
Mohave Dr & Arcadia Blvd Bullhead City 2452 4 0.45 1.25 77
Via Arroyo & Mohave Dr Bullhead City 1599 3 0.51 1.00 88
Ramar Rd, Verde Dr & Baseline Rd Bullhead City 11922 7 0.16 1.29 89
Mercer Rd & La Puerta Rd Bullhead City 1734 1 0.16 2.00 92
Colorado Blvd & Marina Blvd Bullhead City 2930 1 0.09 5.80 94
Lakeside Dr & Chaparral Dr Bullhead City 6401 6 0.26 1.00 99
Rivieria Blvd & Riverview Dr Bullhead City 4397 4 0.25 1.00 108
Canyon Rd & Laredo Dr Bullhead City 839 1 0.33 1.00 121
Landon Dr & McCormick Blvd Bullhead City 3273 1 0.08 1.00 131
Chaparral Dr & Via Arroyo Bullhead City 3736 1 0.07 1.00 132
Adobe Rd & Canyon Rd Bullhead City 2433 0 0.00 0.00 137
Bullhead Pkwy & Laredo Dr Bullhead City 11219 0 0.00 0.00 137
McCorkmick Blvd & Mercer Rd Bullhead City 4415 0 0.00 0.00 137
La Puerta Rd & La Mesa Rd Bullhead City 1103 0 0.00 0.00 137
Central St & Arizona Ave Colorado City 1076 3 0.76 1.00 83
Central St & Johnson Ave Colorado City 11080 4 0.10 1.25 117
Bank St, Beverly Ave & Townsend St Kingman 5862 18 0.84 2.13 3
Airway Ave & Burbank St Kingman 5899 22 1.02 1.85 4
Western Ave & Airway Ave Kingman 7809 23 0.81 1.43 7
Kino Ave & Roosevelt St Kingman 6942 14 0.55 1.43 17
Stockton Hill Rd & Jagerson Ave Kingman 8746 10 0.31 2.26 18
Gordon Dr & Willow Rd Kingman 7506 21 0.77 1.29 21
Andy Devine Ave  & Fairgrounds Ave Kingman 2895 5 0.47 2.56 23
Harrison St & Detroit Ave Kingman 4242 7 0.45 1.97 24
Kino Ave & Willow Rd Kingman 7850 19 0.66 1.32 25
Bank St & Kino Ave Kingman 7809 10 0.35 1.58 32
Beale St & 1st St Kingman 6942 9 0.36 1.56 36
Stockton Hill Rd & Sierra Vista Ave Kingman 16735 18 0.29 1.44 38
Fairgrounds Blvd & Motor Ave Kingman 6050 8 0.36 1.50 39
Gordon Dr & Roosevelt St Kingman 6942 8 0.32 1.50 43
Harrison St & Motor Ave Kingman 6942 11 0.43 1.27 47
Burbank St & Beverly Ave Kingman 1228 6 1.34 1.17 53
Hualapai Mountain Rd & Seneca St Kingman 3448 5 0.40 1.40 56
Stockton Hill Rd & Gates Ave Kingman 22485 12 0.15 1.42 59
Harrison St & Airfield Ave Kingman 5206 7 0.37 1.29 62
Western Ave & Sycamore Ave Kingman 6942 5 0.20 1.60 63
Castle Rock Rd & Gordon Dr Kingman 5895 6 0.28 1.33 70
Airway Ave & Roosevelt St Kingman 14800 6 0.11 1.50 79
Hualapai Mountain Rd & Eastern St Kingman 11951 10 0.23 1.20 80
Eastern St & Louise Ave Kingman 8292 4 0.13 1.50 87
Eastern St & Southern Ave Kingman 6942 6 0.24 1.00 100
Western Ave & Kino Ave Kingman 5206 3 0.16 1.33 106
Western Ave, Wilshire Ave & Beverly Ave Kingman 5304 0 0.00 0.00 137
Southern Ave & Seneca St Kingman 4710 0 0.00 0.00 137
SR 95 & Mohave Rd La Paz County 12319 7 0.16 3.06 46
Salome Rd & Avenue 75 La Paz County 880 1 0.31 2.00 72
SR 95 & Burns Rd La Paz County 5186 1 0.05 1.00 133
Salome Rd & Harquahala Rd La Paz County 6060 1 0.05 1.00 134
Moon Mountain Ave & Tyson St La Paz County 7441 1 0.04 1.00 135
Mohave Rd & BIA 18 La Paz County 3318 0 0.00 0.00 137
Mohave Rd & Burns Rd La Paz County 3451 0 0.00 0.00 137
Salome Rd & Centennial Park Rd La Paz County 2188 0 0.00 0.00 137
Centennial Park Rd & 68th St La Paz County 1568 0 0.00 0.00 137
Northern Ave & Bond St Mohave County 2648 10 1.03 1.50 8
Castle Rock Rd & Northern Ave Mohave County 6224 10 0.44 2.16 10
Northern Ave & Willow Rd Mohave County 4444 10 0.62 1.40 27



Unsignalized Intersections

Intersection Owner ADEV Crash Freq. Crash Rate Severity Index PI Rank
Thompson Ave & Castle Rock Rd Mohave County 2864 9 0.86 1.22 42
Route 1 & Oatman-Topock Hwy Mohave County 7880 5 0.17 2.36 54
Bank St & Thompson Ave Mohave County 8336 7 0.23 1.29 81
Jagerson Ave & Bond St Mohave County 2779 2 0.20 1.50 90
Sierra Vista Ave & Willow Rd Mohave County 16518 4 0.07 1.25 123
Pierce Ferry Rd & Antares Rd Mohave County 1612 1 0.17 1.00 126
Anson Smith Rd & White Cliffs Rd Mohave County 5207 2 0.11 1.00 127
Davis Dam Rd & Katherine Dr Mohave County 3666 0 0.00 0.00 137
Oatman Rd & Oatman-Topock Hwy Mohave County 4683 0 0.00 0.00 137
SR 95 & Havasu Heights Rd Mohave County 7982 0 0.00 0.00 137
Havasu Heights Rd & Sky View Dr Mohave County 787 0 0.00 0.00 137
Bank St & Powell Ave Mohave County 6769 0 0.00 0.00 137
Old Boulder Dam Hwy & Mineral Park Rd Mohave County 5483 0 0.00 0.00 137
Old Boulder Dam Hwy & Agate St Mohave County 5408 0 0.00 0.00 137
Tennessee Ave & Second St Mohave County 534 0 0.00 0.00 137
Pierce Ferry Rd & Stockton Hill Rd Mohave County 932 0 0.00 0.00 137
Pierce Ferry Rd & Diamond Bar Rd Mohave County 2542 0 0.00 0.00 137
Pierce Ferry Rd & Cove Rd Mohave County 3620 0 0.00 0.00 137
Joshua Ave & 15th St Parker 1281 4 0.86 1.00 68
Arizona Ave & Joshua Ave Parker 2726 5 0.50 1.00 78
Joshua Ave & 14th St Parker 2234 4 0.49 1.00 86
Agency Rd & Kofa Ave Parker 14503 8 0.15 1.25 93
Agency Rd & Joshua Ave Parker 13793 7 0.14 1.29 95
Ocotillo Ave & 15th St Parker 619 1 0.44 1.00 110
Agency Rd & Laguna Ave Parker 13160 2 0.04 1.50 114
Kofa Ave & 12th St Parker 9246 3 0.09 1.33 115
Joshua Ave & 12th St Parker 7936 3 0.10 1.00 124
Kofa Ave & Arizona Ave Parker 4036 2 0.14 1.00 125
Ocotillo Ave & Arizona Ave Parker 2334 0 0.00 0.00 137
Ocotillo Ave & 14th St Parker 1572 0 0.00 0.00 137
Joshua Ave & 19th St Parker 1648 0 0.00 0.00 137
3rd St & Laguna Ave Parker 673 0 0.00 0.00 137
3rd St & Kofa Ave Parker 1239 0 0.00 0.00 137
Riggles Ave & Kuhen St Quartzsite 5295 4 0.21 1.25 104
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